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IDENTIFICATION OF LINEAR STRUCTURAL MODELS

by

Nelson Glenn Creamer

(ABSTRACT)

N1th a great amount of research currently be1ng a1med towards

dynam1c analysls and control of very large, flex1ble structures, the

need for accurate knowledge of the propert1es of a structure 1n terms of

the mass, danplng, and st1ffness matr1ces 1s of extreme 1mportance.

Typ1cal problems assoc1ated w1th ex1st1ng structural model

1dent1f1cat1on methods are: (1) non—un1que solut1ons may be obta1ned

when ut1l1z1ng only free-response measurements (unless some parameters

are fixed at their nominal values), (11) convergence may be d1ff1cult to

ach1eve 1f the 1n1t1al estimate of the parameters 1s not "close" to the

truth, (111) physically unreal1st1c coupl1ng 1n the system matr1ces may

occur as a consequence of the 1dent1f1cat1on process, (1v) large, h1ghly

redundant parameter sets may be required to character1ze the system, and

(v) large measurement sets may be required. To overcome these problems,

a novel 1dent1f1cat1on technique 1s developed 1n th1s d1ssertat1on to

determine the mass, damping, and st1ffness matr1ces of an undamped,

l1ghtly damped, or s1gn1f1cantly damped structure from a small set of

measurements of both free-response data (natural frequenc1es, damp1ng

factors) and forced—response data (frequency response funct1ons).

The 1dent1f1cat1on method 1s f1rst developed for undamped

structures. Through use of the spectral decomposltion of the frequency



response matrix and the orthogonality properties of the mode shapes, a

unique 1dent1f1cat1on of the mass and stlffness matrlces 1s obtained.

The method 1s also shown to be easily incorporated into a substructure

synthesis package for 1dent1fy1ng h1gh—order systems. The method 1s

then extended to include viscous damped structures. A matrix

perturbatlon approach is developed for llghtly damped structures, in

which the mass and stiffness matrices are ldentified using the imaglnary

components of the measured elgenvalues and, as a post-processor, the

danplng matrix 1s obtained from the real components of the measured

eigenvalues. For s1gn1f1cantly danped structures, the mass, dauping,

and stiffness matrices are 1dent1f1ed simultaneously.

A simple, practical method 1s also developed for identification of

the time-varylng relaxatlon modulus associated with a viscoelastic

structure. By assumlng time-localized elastlc behavior, the relaxatlon

modulus 1s determined from a series of identification tests performed at

various times throughout the response h1story.

Many interesting examples are presented throughout the dissertation

to lllustrate the appllcability and potential of the identification

method. It 1s observed from the numerlcal results that the uniquely

1dent1f1ed structure agrees with simulated measurements of both free-

and forced·response records.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A parametrlc (or mathematlcal) model of a contlnuous structure

represents a discrete mathematlcal descr1pt1on of the structure in

configuration space, consisting of the classical mass, damping, and

stiffness matrlces. The determlnatlon of these matrices requires a

discretization process vla (in most cases) the highly-developed flnlte

element method. Although the f1n1te element analysis of a structure can

yield very accurate results, the method 1s only as accurate as the

values of the parameters described ln the element equations

(1.e. EI, EA, p, etc.) . The accurate knowledge of the parameters of-

the structural model becomes extremely important when considerlng the

many proposed large, highly flexible space structures for which the

response characterlstlcs may be quite sensitive to initial "model

1gnorance." Accurate knowledge of the parameters 1s also of fundamental

importance when des1gn1ng active control schemes for vlbratlon

suppression and attitude maneuvering. In addition, varlations in the

parameters of a structure can occur due to enviromental exposure,

viscoelastic processes, and material degradation. It therefore becomes

very lnportant for the structural dynamiclst to address and explore the

following fundamental question: "Hhat modiflcatlons should be made to

an ex1st1ng mathematical model 1n the event that the theoretical results

do not agree with correspondlng experimental results?" In the following

chapters, the search for the answer(s) to this questlon begins with a

survey of existing techniques (along w1th their correspondlng advantages

and dlsadvantages), proceeds w1th the development of a novel method

1
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applicable to both undamped (or llghtly damped) and damped systems, and

concludes with interesting numerlcal examples which demonstrate the

flex1b1l1ty and potential of the method. Before embarking on this

journey, however, it 1s necessary to dlstinguish between two general

categories of parameter estimatlon methods.

1.1 Modal Model Identification Vs. Structural Model Identification

The branch of structural dynamics which addresses the problem of

estimatlng a set of parameters from measured response records 1s called
I

system identification. The field of system identification conslsts-

of two general categories: modal model identification (M4!) and

structural model identification (SMI). Under the category of modal

model 1dent1f1cat1on, which lnvolves the determination of the system

natural frequencles, damplng factors, and mode shapes, there are

generally two classes of methods. Frequency-domain methods consist of

s1ngle—degree-of-freedom and multi-degree-of-freedom curve fits of the

frequency response function throughout the frequency domain of

interest. On the other hand, time-domain methods consist of curve

fittlng forced and/or unforced time-domain records to obtain state—space

real1zat1ons from which the modal properties can be obtained.

In contrast to modal model identification, the determ1nat1on of the

mass, damplng, and stiffness matrlces (or parameterizations thereof) 1s

referred to as structural model identification. Many SMI methods

utilize measured eigenvalue and eigenvector data, therefore requlring

MI as a pre-processor. The technique developed 1n th1s dissertation
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represents a novel SMI method, the outl1ne of wh1ch 1s d1scussed 1n the

follow1ng section.

1.2 0rgan1zat1on_of the D1ssertat1on

The d1ssertat1on beg1ns 1n Chapter 2 w1th a literature survey of

ex1st1ng SMI methods 1n terms of both conmon parameter1zat1on schemes

ut1l1zed and correspondlng 1dent1f1cat1on techniques. Advantages and

d1 sadvantages of each method are discussed 1n deta1l.

Because of the1r importance as pre-processors for SMI methods, a

br1ef review of frequency- and t1me—doma1n MMI methods 1s presented 1n·

the f1rst sect1on of Chapter 3. The Ibrahim T1me Doma1n method and the

E1gensystem Real1zat1on Algor1thm are developed 1n deta1l. In the

second sect1on, a novel SMI method 1s developed for l1near elastic,

undamped structures ut1l1z1ng measured natural frequenc1es and frequency

response funct1ons. Incorporat1on of the 1dent1f1cat1on method 1nto a

broadly useful substructure synthesis techn1que 1s then developed.

Interest1ng examples are used to study the potent1al of the method.

Extens1on of the SMI method for appl1cat1on to l1near elast1c, v1scous

danped structures 1s developed 1n the third sect1on, 1n which two

techniques are establ1shed: a state-space approach for structures

exh1b1t1ng general vlscous damping, and a conf1gurat1on—space

perturbation approach for structures exh1b1t1ng l1ght v1scous damping.

Aga1n, example appl1cat1ons demonstrate the potent1al and flex1b1l1ty of

the method.

Ident1f1cat1on of l1near v1scoelast1c structures 1s addressed 1n
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Chapter 4. Some common analysis methods are first revlewed and then a

simple, practical approach to the estimatlon of the relaxation modulus

1s developed by assumlng t1me—local1zed elastic properties. An example

ls used to demonstrate the approach.

Finally, some concluding remarks are presented ln Chapter 5, as

well as a discussion of potential areas for further research.



2. A SURVEY OF STRUCTURAL MODEL IDEMTIFICATIOM ETHODS

Parametr1c structural 1dent1f1cat1on 1s a r1ch and h1ghly—

researched f1eld w1th a w1de var1ety of ex1st1ng techn1ques. A survey

1s compl1cated by the d1vers1ty of approaches and by the d1ffer1ng

extent to which var1ous approaches have been brought to analyt1cal and

pract1cal matur1ty. Before proceed1ng w1th a d1scuss1on of some

conmonly used methods, 1t 1s worthwhile to ment1on some of the prev1ous

reviews on th1s subject. Astrom and Eykhoff [1] and Bekey [2] present

surveys of system 1dent1f1cat1on techn1ques through 1970. Techn1ques of

model parameter est1mat1on are rev1ewed for both l1near and nonl1near_

models. Ibanez [3] prov1des a rev1ew of exper1mental procedures and

parameter 1dent1f1cat1on methods 1n both the t1me and frequency doma1n

through 1978 and suumar1zes a number of earl1er rev1ews. Sage [4]

class1f1es and suumar1zes 1dent1f1cat1on methods under three branches:

(1) transfer funct1on 1dent1f1cat1on, (11) learn1ng model

1dent1f1cat1on, and (111) nonl1near f1lter1ng. Coll1ns, Young, and

K1efl1ng [5] present technology trees 1n both the t1me and frequency

doma1n and class1fy 1dent1f1cat1on methods 1n terms of d1rect and

1terat1ve approaches. Hart and Yao [6] provide updated vers1ons of the

technology trees and rev1ew 1dent1f1cat1on methods under three

categor1es: (1) no pr1or structural model ava1lable, (11) an

approx1mate model ava1lable w1th no model1ng or exper1mental error

quant1f1cat1on, and (111) an approx1mate model ava1lable along w1th

error quant1f1cat1on. Berman [7] and Berman and Flannelly [8] present

reviews of 1dent1f1cat1on methods by class1fy1ng the methods 1nto three

5
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areas: (1) d1rect ver1f1cat1on of an ex1st1ng model, (11) d1rect

mod1f1cat1on of an ex1st1ng model, and (111) d1rect 1dent1f1cat1on of a

structural model.

In the f1rst sect1on of th1s chapter a brief descr1pt1on of the

more common parameter1zat1on methods 1s presented. In the second

sect1on, an overv1ew of a var1ety of 1dent1f1cat1on methods developed

for each parameter1zat1on scheme 1s presented as well as the advantages

and d1sadvantages of each.

2.1 Parameter1zat1on Methods

An eff1c1ent rev1ew of the var1ous methods ava1lable for

1dent1fy1ng a structural model of a system beg1ns w1th a categor1zat1on

of the parameter1zat1on schemes most commonly used. Each category leads

to a parameter set wh1ch must be 1dent1f1ed (est1mated) 1n order that

the corresponding response of the structural model be brought 1nto best

agreement w1th the corresponding measured response. The type of

parameters used to character12e the model plays a central role 1n
n

determ1n1ng wh1ch 1dent1f1cat1on method 1s most su1table.

The most comon and generally appl1cable method of model1ng a

flexible structure 1s the f1n1te element method [43]. The consequences

of th1s d1scret1zat1on procedure are the well-known global mass and

st1ffness matr1ces, wh1ch are funct1ons of a set of spec1f1ed

parameters. The parameter set cons1sts of phys1cal propert1es

assoc1ated w1th the structure (1.e. dens1t1es, Young's modul1, cross-

sect1onal areas, lengths, d1screte masses, etc.) [13-27], and 1s
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obvlously dependent upon the dlscretlzatlon scheme (type of flnlte

elements selected, etc.). Every flnlte element may have lts own set of

parameters so that the total slze of thls physical parameter set can be

qulte large for complex structures.

Many space structures, although large ln slze and complex ln

detall, behave grossly as a beam, plate, or shell. In vlew of thls

fact, an lnterestlng method of parameterlzatlon ls one ln whlch the

structure ls treated as an equlvalent slmple contlnuum model, leadlng to

a set of equlvalent contlnuum parameters [28-32]. The attractlveness of

thls approach ls not only that the flnlte element model ls greatly

slmpllfled but also that the slze of the equlvalent parameter set ls-_

potentlally much smaller than the flnlte element set of physlcal

parameters. Thls approach ls most attractlve for beam-llke and plate-

llke lattlce structures wlth repeatlng patterns and has proven to be

qulte accurate ln predlctlng natural frequencles and mode shapes

associated wlth the macroscoplc deformatlons of these structures.

In some ldentlflcatlon technlques the parameter set does not

necessarlly correspond to physlcal propertles lnherent ln a model of the

structure. These technlques can be separated lnto two general classes:

those whlch utlllze an lnltlal, approxlmate model of the structure

(through flnlte element analysls, for example) and those whlch are

independent of any modellng process. One method of parameterlzatlon,

whlch requlres the avallablllty of an lnltlal flnlte element model, ls

to update the global mass and stlffness matrlces by addlng (assembllng)

scaled verslons of prescrlbed submatrlces ln such a way as to lmprove l

the accuracy of the global model [33]. These submatrlces can represent
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a s1ngle finlte element or, more commonly, groups of elements having

assumed ldentlcal or similar geometry, material properties, boundary

cond1t1ons, and modellng assumptlons. This parameter set, which

consists of the submatrix scale factors, will be used in the structural

model identification method developed in Chapter 3. Another "non-

phys1cal" parameterization technique simply estimates small (minimum

Euclldian norm) modifications for both the mass and stiffness matrices,

with the parameter set conslsting of the elements of the modification

matrlces [34-38].

The parameterization methods listed above require the availability

of an 1n1t1al approxlmate model of the structure, therefore coupling the-

identification and modellng processes. However, 1f there 1s little or

no reliable information available for the structure (which would be the

worst possible scenarlo) then there 1s no modeling process to rely upon

and, 1f a conventlonal d1screte linear model 1s desired, lt becomes

necessary to 1dent1fy all elements of the mass, damplng, and stiffness

matrlces [39-42]. In the sequel, methods for 1dent1fy1ng these various

parameter sets will be reviewed.

2.2 Identification of Parametric Structural Models

In the previous section various parameterization methods (commonly

used 1n conjunct1on with identification) were reviewed. Some of the

more popular identification techniques will now be revlewed and compared

1n more detail to establlsh the relative merits of each. Consider first

those methods wh1ch 1dent1fy the fundamental physical/geometrlcal
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properties of the structure directly. The major advantages of these

methods are that the actual physical properties of the structural model

are identifled and, in the process, the internal consistency of the

finite element model (or any other dlscretlzed representation) 1s

maintained. The major dlsadvantage stems from the fact that the

structural responses (natural frequencles, mode shapes, displacements,

etc.) are generally nonlinear functions of the parameters, therefore

requlring iterative procedures in which convergence 1s dependent upon

the degree of nonlinearity and the accuracy of the starting estimates.

Obvlously, a secondary dlsadvantage arlses if the actual physics of the

structure are not captured with sufflcient precislon by the modellng-

approach taken. There are two ldentiflcatlon (estlmation) methods which

are most commonly used: the least-squares (or welghted least-squares)

method [9] and the Bayesian method [10-11]. The Bayesian approach can

be viewed as a welghted least-squares method with the incorporation of a

priori parameter estlmates. A tutorial on the relationship between the

least-squares method, the Bayesian method, and other similar methods 1s

provided by Isenberg [12].

Hendricks, et. al. [13] and Creamer and Hendricks [14] use the

least-squares method to identify the physical parameters of a s1mple

planar structure conslsting of a r1g1d hub and four flexible

appendages. Using a Jacobian matrix, containing eigenvalue

sens1t1v1t1es with respect to the varlous parameters, Hendricks

1dent1f1es a relatively small set of parameters from a larger set of

measured eigenvalues (natural frequencies and damping factors). It 1s

shown that the parameters can be accurately ldentified as long as a
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characteristic mass, length, and time scale are provided (which is

accomplished most directly by fixing some selected parameters at their

nominal values) and the initial estimate of the parameters is "close" to

the truth. Alternatively, a priori estimates of the selected parameters

can be introduced, as in Bayesian estimation and similar approaches.

Knowledge of the characteristic scales is required because the

measurements of the eigenvalues are obtained from the free—vibration

(unforced) response of the structure. Caravani, et. al. [15] use a

recursive least-squares algorithm to identify the mass and stiffness

parameters of a simple two degree·of-freedom system from time-domain

measurements. Chen and Garba [16] utilize an approach in which a few‘

very accurate measurements of natural frequencies are used to identify a

larger set of parameters. A m1nimum—norm iterative method is used to

select the one solution (out of an infinite number of possibilities)

which yields the smallest changes in the values of the estimated

parameters. In applying this method to the Viking Orbiter propulsion

system, it is shown that the final identified model can be highly

dependent upon the measurements available and the selection of the

subset of parameters used to update the model.

The Bayesian estimation method is a statistical method for updating

a set of parameters by utilizing prescribed confidence levels associated

with the initial values of the parameters. Many applications of the

Bayesian estimator can be found in the literature. One of the first

applications is given by Collins et. al. [17] who identify a set of

bending and shear rigidity parameters for the Saturn-Apollo launch

vehicle from measurements of natural frequencies and mode shapes. Dobbs
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and Nelson [18] use natural frequency measurements to determine mass and

stiffness parameters for an offshore platform. To reduce the numerical

effort associated with the estimator, Dobbs incorporates a "parameter

l1nk1ng" constraint procedure in which certain parameters are held in

fixed proportion to one another. Beliveau [19] uses measurements of

natural frequencies, damping factors, mode shapes, and phase angles to

1dent1fy v1scous damping parameters for a general framework. Hasselman

and Johnson [20] and Fries and Cooperrider [21] use the Bayesian

estimator to validate and verify a structural model and its parameters

for ra1l—veh1cle systems. Fries and Cooperrider utilize frequency

response measurements in place of eigenvalue/eigenvector measurements so-

that the Jacobian matrix represents frequency response sensitivities to

the various parameters of interest. Other similar applications of the

Bayesian estimator are given in References [22] through [24].

Hasselman [25] postulates a set of bounds for evaluating the

quality of the Bayesian estimated parameters in terms of the1r

associated increase in confidence levels. For visual inspection of the

qual1f1cat1on of the estimate, a "s1gn1f1cance" plot 1s presented by

Hasselman for incorporating the bounds in graphical form. Hasselman

further observes that correct use of the Bayesian estimator requires (1)

realistic estimates of the measurement uncertainty, (11) realistic

estimates of the initial parameter uncertainty, and (iii) use of

measurements that are sufficiently sensitive to the parameters being

estimated.

Hart and Martinez [26] use an Iterated Extended Kalman Filter

algorithm to 1dent1fy a set of physical parameters using frequency
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response data. In a recent paper, Martinez [27] reviews and examines

the estlmation of a set of parameters via least-squares and statlstlcal

(Bayes1an) methods and their relation to the more general Extended

Kalman Filter algorithm.

The large parameter sets associated with high degree of freedom,

complex structures may require computationally expenslve identification

efforts, regardless of the method employed. However, many large space

structures can be treated grossly as a beam, plate, or shell, or a

simple assembly thereof. These equlvalent continuuuu models usually

contain far fewer parameters than the higher order dlscrete models and

therefore are quite attractlve for some identification purposes. Noor‘

and Anderson [28], Chen and Sun [29], and Sun et. al. [30] develop

methods for obtalning the equlvalent contlnuum parameters for lattlce

structures.

The least—squares estlmator or the Bayeslan estlmator can be used

to 1dent1fy the parameters of equlvalent contlnuum models. Juang and

Sun [31] and Sun and Juang [32] address the problem of identifying the

equivalent continuum parameters of a lattice structure by minimizing a

quadratic error cost function, in terms of differences in theoretlcal

and experimental impulse responses, with a random search algor1thm. It

should be noted that the same dlsadvantages that occur when attempting

to 1dent1fy actual physical parameters are also present when the

parameter set conslsts of equivalent contlnuum parameters; that 1s, an

iteratlve procedure 1s requlred in which convergence 1s dependent upon

the degree of nonlinearity, the accuracy of the initial estlmates, and

the observability of the estimated parameters.
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In the identification methods dlscussed to this point, the

parameter set consists of physical propertles of the structure such as

mass density, modulus of elasticlty, and bending r1g1d1ty. The

rema1n1ng identification methods to be discussed utillze parameter sets

conslstlng of matrix scaling factors or the matrix elements themselves

to fit available experimental results. The first methods to be reviewed

are those requiring an initial approximate model of the structure.

white and Maytum [33] ldentify a set of matrix scaling factors which,

when nultiplied by prescribed submatrices, improve the accuracy of the

global model. The submatrices can represent a single f1n1te element or

a group of finite elements having the same assumed geometry, mater1al·

properties, boundary conditions, and modeling assumptlons. white

ut1l1zes an energy matrix, representing the modal klnetic and potential

energy distrlbutions of each submatrlx, to obtain a least-squares

estimate of the scale factors such that modeled natural frequencles

agree with their measured counterparts. This energy matrix is also

utllized in the structural model identification method developed in

Chapter 3. The main disadvantage with the White/Maytum method ls that

either part of the mass matrix or part of the stiffness matrix must be

held f1xed at 1ts nominal value because only free-response measurements

are ut1l1zed (to provide appropr1ate scallng of the equations requires

forced—response data). In the example they present, the complete mass

matr1x is fixed at 1ts nominal value.

In another approach, which also ut1l1zes an initial approxlmate

model of the structure, Berman and Flannely [34] and Berman and Nagy

[35] improve initial mass and stiffness matrices by adding small
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mod1f1cat1ons determ1ned from a set of measured natural frequenc1es and

mode shapes. In updat1ng the model, the eigenvalue equation and the

orthonormal1ty cond1t1ons of the mode shapes are enforced as equal1ty

constra1nts for m1n1m1z1ng error funct1ons for the correct1ons added to

the mass matr1x [36] and the st1ffness matrix [37]. The advantages of

th1s method are (1) the computational procedure 1s s1mple and requ1res

no 1terat1ve process and (11) the 1mproved model pred1cts the measured

natural frequenc1es and mode shapes exactly. The d1sadvantages are (1)

use solely of measured free-v1brat1on responses does not prov1de a

un1que solut1on, (11) the final mass and st1ffness matr1ces often do not

resemble the correct mass and st1ffness matr1ces and, 1n fact;

phys1cally unreal1st1c coupling often occurs, and (111) both natural

frequency and mode shape measurements are required.

In an approach s1m1lar to Berman's method, Chen et. al. [38]

ut1l1ze matr1x perturbat1on theory to 1mprove 1n1t1al mass and st1ffness

matr1ces. The perturbat1on matr1ces are determ1ned from the

orthonormal1ty cond1t1ons on the mode shapes. The same d1sadvantages

occur 1n th1s method that are present 1n Berman's method. A key po1nt

worth noting 1s that 1dent1f1cat1on of a damped structure 1s not

addressed 1n Hh1te's method, Berman's method, or Chen‘s method.

If there 1s no approximate mathemat1cal model available for the

structure, or 1f the model 1s deemed unsatisfactory, a recovery of

effect1ve mass and st1ffness matrix elements can be sought directly from

measurements. A method developed by Potter and R1chardson [39] ut1l1zes

an 1dent1f1ed set of modal normalization factors, obtained from the

spectral decompos1t1on of the frequency response matr1x, along w1th
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measurements of natural frequenc1es, damp1ng factors, and mode shapes to

1dent1fy the mass, damp1ng, and st1ffness matr1ces. However, 1n the1r

formulat1on, measurements of all of the eigenvalues and e1genvectors of

the structure are requlred, a luxury wh1ch would be h1ghly unl1kely 1n

most real appl1cat1ons.

Rajaram [40], Rajaram and Junk1ns [41], and Hendr1cks et. al. [42]

use a set of forced response measurements of d1splacements, veloc1t1es,

and accelerat1ons to un1quely determlne the elements of the mass,

damp1ng, and st1ffness matr1ces. The order of the system, and therefore

the maximum s12e of the un1quely determ1ned parameter set, 1s·

establ1shed by the number of measurement locat1ons prescr1bed dur1ng the-

data gather1ng phase of the 1dent1f1cat1on process. The advantages of

th1s method are (1) due to the ut1l1zat1on of forced response data, a

un1quely 1dent1f1ed parameter set 1s obtained and (11) all parameters

appear l1nearly 1n the equat1ons of mot1on, therefore requ1r1ng no

1terat1ve procedure and no 1n1t1al est1mate. The d1sadvantages are (1)

a large set of measurements (and spat1ally dense measurement locat1ons)

1s usually required, (11) the parameter set 1s large and h1ghly

redundant for most appl1cat1ons s1nce there are often many more elements

1n the mass, damp1ng, and st1ffness matr1ces than the required number of

fundamental physical parameters, and (111) knowledge of spars1ty wh1ch

might be present 1n the matr1ces 1s not ut1l1zed.

It becomes ev1dent from the l1terature survey that a var1ety of

methods ex1st for 1dent1fy1ng the structural model of a system, w1th

each method exh1b1t1ng d1sadvantages wh1ch could prove unacceptable for

a given appl1cat1on. In the following chapters, a computat1onally
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efficient method is developed which uniquely identifies the mass,

damping, and stiffness matrices of a structure from a limited set of

free- and forced-vibration measurements without the need for "fixing"

any parameters at their original values and without the imposition of

any physically unrealistic coupling as a consequence of the

identification process.



3. IDEMTIFICATION OF LIMEAR ELASTIC STRUCTURES

In th1s chapter a novel structural model 1dent1f1cat1on method 1s

developed for 1mprov1ng the mass, damping, and stiffness matr1ces of an

1n1t1al f1n1te element model such that the theoretical pred1ct1ons of

the frequency response matr1x and the system e1genvalues and

e1genvectors agree w1th correspond1ng exper1mental results. In the

second and third sect1ons the method 1s outlined for 1dent1fy1ng

undanped and danped structural models, respect1vely, from exper1mental

measurements. However, because of the1r importance 1n the formulation

and 1mplementat1on of the identification method, the chapter beg1ns w1th-

a brief overview of frequency- and time-doma1n methods for obta1n1ng

measurements of frequency response funct1ons and modal parameters.

3.1 Modal Model Ident1f1cat1on

Ident1f1cat1on of the modal parameters of a structure (natural

frequenc1es, damplng factors, mode shapes) has received much attention

over the past twenty years. As the demand for accurate and prec1se

dynam1c measurements of couplex structures increased, early methods of

siuple "deduction by observat1on" of dynam1c response 1n both the t1me

doma1n and the frequency doma1n became obsolete. w1th the advent of the

Fast-Four1er-Transform (FFT) spectrum analyzers 1n the early 70‘s came

the poss1b1l1ty of a very fast means of determ1n1ng the exper1mental

output-to-1nput rat1o in the form of the frequency response funct1on

(FRF). In parallel w1th the frequency—doma1n methods, modal

17 _
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identification directly from time-response records received greater

attention w1th the introduction of the Ibrahim Time Domain (ITD) method

in the mid 7D's and, most recently, the Eigensystem Realization

Algorithm (ERA) in the mid 80's. In the sequel, the frequency-domain

and time-domain methods will be reviewed 1n more detail.

3. 1. a Frequency—Doma1 n Methods

The backbone of the frequency—doma1n methods of modal parameter

extraction is the determination of the frequency response function [44]

defined as the ratio of the output to input, —

n(.„) = Q3- (3.1)

where X(«•) and F(«)) are the Four1er—transformed output and input,

respectively. However, s1nce both the input and output records can

contain extraneous noise from external sources and/or nonl1near1t1es,

frequency response measurements are not usually determ1ned according to

Eq.(3.1). Def1n1ng the auto-spectra of the input and output as

*Gff(•») = F (o) F(u) l
(3.2a)

t
Gxx(u) = X (o) X(u) (3.2b)

and the cross-spectra between the input and output as
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·k
GfX(¤) = F (w) X(w) (3.3a)

ßXf(w) = X*(~) F(w) (3.3b)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate operation, two revlsed

forms of the frequency response functlon become [45-49]

Gfx(“)

=Gxx(°)

Taking the ensemble averages of the auto-spectra and cross-spectra over

many different time records diminishes the effects of undesirable random

noise so that use of Eqs.(3.4a) or (3.4b) represent a better

approximatlon to the true frequency response function then Eq.(3.1).

Equat1on (3.4b) is preferred near resonant conditions because of the

high response signal-to-noise ratio 1n these regions. Equatlon (3.4a)

1s preferred near antiresonant conditions because of the low response

signal-to-noise ratio in these regions [48,49]. A qualitative

assessment of the accuracy of the frequency response function can be

obtained from the coherence function, defined as

0 . .0 00 00Y ’ ( 5
’ “G—('5T—(T ‘ Y ‘ ‘

H2 “
xx

“
ff

“

A coherence of 1 represents perfectly consistent estimates from

Eqs.(3.4) and any value less than 1 indicates noise-corrupted results.
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After obtaining the frequency response function the task now

becomes extraction of the modal parameters of each measured mode. There

exists several single-degree-of-freedom and mult1—degree—of—freedom

techniques for extracting these parameters [44]. The s1ngle-degree—of-

freedom methods assume that behavior of a system in the v1c1n1ty of

resonance is dominated by a single mode (an assumption that is

inaccurate for closely-spaced or repeated modes). These methods utilize

least-squares circle flts of the Nyqulst plots, along with the spectral

decomposition of the FRF (see Equations (3.32) and (3.83)), in the local

v1c1n1ty of each mode to extract the natural frequencles, damping

factors, and modal constants. The multi-degree-of-freedom methods-

involve curve-fittlng the entire frequency response function over the

frequency range of interest for the structure using the spectral

decompositlon of the FRF in this region [50-53].

3.1.b T1me—Doma1n Methods

The two most wldely-used t1me—doma1n modal identification methods

are the Ibrahim Time Domaln method [54-56] and the Elgensystem

Reallzation Algorithm [57-59]. The Ibrahim Time Domain method utilizes

free-response measurements of a structure at different time intervals to

detenmlne the modal parameters. Assuming a response at time tl of the

form

2n xjtl
x(t1) = xl = §=1pje (3.6)
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where x and p are the n-dimensional response vector and eigenvector,

respectively, the response at 2n different times can be written as

A t A t A t
e 1 1 e 1 2 _·• e 1 2n
eÄ2t1 . eA2t2n

[xl x2 ... xznl = [pl P2 ... p2"] _ ° . (3.7a)

A t A t
e 2n 1 ••• e 2n 2n

or X = P A (3.7b)

Responses at time At later become A ·

[Y1 YZ •••
Yznl = [(11*12 ••• qznl A (3-8a)

or Y = Q A (3.8b)

A1At
where qi = pie (3.8c)

Slmilarly, responses occurlng at t1me 2At later become

[21 22 ... zznl = [rl rz ... rz"] A (3.9a)

or Z = R A (3.9b)

A1At 2A1At .
where r1= qie = pie (3.9c)

Grouping Eqs.(3.7b) and (3.8b) together yields
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[x] = [P] A (3.1oa)
Y Q

or ¢ = P A (3.10b)

Grouping Eqs.(3.8b) and (3.9b) together yields

= A (3.11a)

or Ä = Ä A (3.11b)

El1m1nat1ng A from Eqs.(3.10b) and (3.11b) and using Eqs.(3.8c) and·

(3.9c) results in the eigenvalue problem

. _1 A1At

Solving the eigenvalue problem of Eq.(3.12) leads to the complex

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system.

The Eigensystem Reallzation Algorithm begins with the equations of

motion in the discrete state-space form

x(k+1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) (3.13a)

y(k) == Cx(k) k=0,1,2,... (3.13b)

where A 1s the n x n state matrix, B 1s the n x m input influence

matrix, and C is the 1 x n output influence matrix. The Markov

paramecezs are defined as the 1 x m iupulse response matrices
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Y(1)=CB, Y(2)=CAB, ..., Y(k)=CAk'1B, (3.14)

obtained by assembling the m impulse responses, at each time tk=kat ,

defined by the inputs

u(0) = col{0,0,...,u1=1,0,0,...} 1=1,2,...,m (3.15a)

= {OQOQOIQ}k=1,2,•|•x(0)

= col(0,0,...} (3.15c)‘

The Markov parameters can be recovered from measured transfer functions

or from impulse response measurements. Next the (r+1)z x (s+1)m block

Hankel matrix is formed

Y(k) Y(k+1) . . . Y(k+s)
Y(k+1)

H(k-1) = Z ° . Z (3.16)

Y(k+r) . . . Y(k+s+r)

It can be verifled by direct expansion that the Hankel matrlx can be

factored lnto the form

C
CA k-1 sH(k-1) = Z A [B AB A B] (3.17a)

cA'°
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_ k·1
-

V'_A NS (3.17b)

where V'. 1s the (r+1)2. x n observability matrix and ws 1s

the n x (s+1)m controllability matrix. Deflning the 2 x (r+1)2.

matrix E£= [I1 OE Ol ...1 and the (s+1)m x m matrix
Em= [Im Om Om ...1 , the Markov parameter Y(k) can be written as

Y(k) = E£H(k—1) Em (3.18a)

_ k—1

Now def1n1ng the (s+1)m x (r+1)2. matrix H+ as

+ -WSH Vr— In (3.19)

_y1elds the result

_ + k-1 +Y(k) A [HSH Vr] HSE"' (3.20)

Note that the matrix H+ represents a general pseudo-lnverse of H(O)

from

H(O) (3.21a)

Or H(0) H+|·|(0) = H(O) (3.21b)
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The matr1x H(0) can be factored using Singular Value Decomposition [60]

to obtain

TD 0 D 0 Q
11(O) = pl: V ]QT = [Pr Prestlli

T FI:
2

(3.22a)
0 0 0 0 Qrest

_ T
- PrDr_Qr (3.22b)

where the columns of P and 0 are orthonomal

and Dr (= diagldl, dz, ..., drl) contains the singular values. Solving

for H+ using Eqs.(3.21b) and (3.22b) _y1elds -·

H+= QY_D;1PrT (3.23)

Subst1tut1ng Eq.(3.23) into (3.20) gives

_ -1 T k-1 -1 TY(k) - E Pr_VrA \dsQrDr PrVrHsEm (3.24a)

_ -1 T k-1 -1 T Em (3.24b)

= EtH(0) D;!‘PlH(0) sm (3.24c)

- EtH(0) QrD;%[D;_"PIH(1) uro?}
"‘1 D;!‘PlH(0) sm (3.24d)

_ *5 — T -*5 k-1 T1 uiiorsm (2.24e)
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Compar1ng Eqs.(3.24e) and (3.14) g1ves the minimum realization

Ä = D;;‘PIH(1) ornrj? , ä = n?nlEm , E = Egern? (3.25)

The complex system e1genvalues and e1genvectors can now be determ1ned

from the e1genvalues and e1genvectors of Ä .

3.2 Structural Model 1dent1f1cat1on of Undamped Structures

In the prev1ous sect1on 1dent1f1cat1on of the modal model of a

structure us1ng 1nput-output measurements was rev1ewed 1n both the?-

frequency doma1n and the t1me doma1n. It was also shown that the

E1gensystem Real1zat1on Algor1thm not only 1dent1f1es the modal

parameters of a structure but also determ1nes a best—f1tt1ng d1screte

"non-parametr1c“ t1me-doma1n model 1n state space. Although th1s 1s a

powerful and w1dely appl1cable method, the fundamental d1sadvantages of

th1s approach are 1) the absence of 1n1t1al mathematical model1ng

assumpt1ons (1.e. through f1n1te element d1scret1zat1ons) leads to

1ncreased d1mens1onal1ty of the est1mat1on process and 11) the method

does not prov1de structural eng1neers with d1rect 1ns1ght to ref1ne

the1r h1ghly-developed f1n1te element model and 1ts consequences 1n the

form of the 1mproved mass and st1ffness matr1ces.

In th1s sect1on the results from the modal 1dent1f1cat1on process

are used to develop a structural model 1dent1f1cat1on method appl1cable

to undamped structures. In the first subsect1on the 1dent1f1cat1on

method 1s 1ntroduced and developed; 1n the second subsect1on the method
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is integrated with the substructure synthesis method. Examples are

presented at the end of each subsection to illustrate the concepts.

3.2.a Determination of Mass and Stiffness Matrices

The development of the structural model identification (SMI) method

is introduced by starting with the simplest mathematical representation

of a dynamic system, the classical undamped equations of motion

M Ü + K u = f (3.26)

where M and K are the n x n mass and stiffness matrices, u is the n x 1

generalized displacement vector, and f is the n x 1 generalized force

vector. The dots represent differentiation with respect to time. From

Eq.(3.26) the free vibration eigenproblem is defined by

2 -(K - ujM) aj - 0 (3.27)

where mj is the Jth natural frequency and aj is the corresponding jth

mode shape (e1genvector). Taking the Fourier transform of Eq.(3.26)

yields the frequency response model

U(o) = [K - n2M]'1F(a) = H(m) F(o) (3.28)

where U(w) and F(o) are the Fourier transforms of the generalized

displacement and force vectors, and H(«) is the n x n frequency response
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matrix. Note that H(u) , the frequency response matrix, should be

dlstlnguished from the block Hankel matrix H(k) of the previous

section. The reader will be able to make this dlstlnctlon since H(k) is

discussed only in Section 3.1.b. It will be shown in the sequel that

the new ldentiflcatlon method under discussion requires the availability

of any one of the following sets of measurements:

I. m (sn) natural frequencles and mode shapes and at least one

. element of the frequency response matrix (measured throughout the

operating frequency range of the structure), or

II. m (sn) natural frequencies and one complete column (or row) of

the frequency response matrix, or

III. m (sn) natural frequencles and at least one element of the

frequency response matrix, with the underlylng assumptlon that the

a priori model of the structure 1n1t1ally provides acceptable

estlmates of the true mode shapes.

The first two measurement sets, although more demanding than the

third, do not require the initial structural model to be "close" to the

truth whereas the th1rd set, as stated, requires the initial model to

yield a reasonable approxlmatlon to the true mode shapes. A most

important point to make here ls that the frequency response measurements

provide a unique identification of the structure, a consequence not

provided by measurements of natural frequencies and mode shapes alone

(due to the homogenelty of Eq.(3.27)).

The first step in the SMI method 1s to fit the measured frequency
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response elements. From Eq.(3.28) the inverse of the frequency response

matrix becomes

(V1- [K - AZM1 (3.29)

Pre- and post-multiplying by ¢T and ¢ , respectively (where ¢ is defined

as the n x n modal matrix normalized with respect to the (unknown) true

mass matrix), yields
(

.

¢TH°1(¤¤) A = Jn< - w2Ml A (3.30a)
= A - .,21 (2.2o¤)..

In Eq.(3.30) A is the n x n diagonal matrix of the natural frequencies

squared and I is the n x n identity matrix. Solving for H(o) yields

n(„,) - 2 (A - (3.31)

Equation (3.31) represents the undamped special case of the spectral

decomposition of the frequency response matrix [44]. A typical element

of the frequency response matrix, Hjk , can be written from Eq.(3.31)

as

¤ ¢ ¢
nik- 2 -1%-% (3.32)

Y=]. ua — wr
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First lt 1s assumed that a subset of (m) measured natural

frequencles (SJ) , measured (or approxlmated) mode shapes (ud) , and a

measured frequency response element (Hjk(u)) are available (1.e.

measurement sets I or III). Since the true mass matrix is not known,

the mode shapes do not represent their mass-normallzed counterparts but

can be related by the scaling

¢j= /63 bj j=1,2,...,m (3.33)

where aj 1s defined as the jth "modal normal1zat1on factor".

Substltuting Eq.(3.33) into Eq.(3.32), and motlvated by Ewlns [44], an

approximatlon of the frequency response element can be obtalned as

~ a m v v
= 1 jr krHjk TT + ;=1(

*2 2
cr) + 82 (3.34)

U r- ul

In Eq.(3.34), the first term 1s introduced to represent the

contribution of any unmeasured r1g1d-body modes (ur= 0) and the third

term 1s lntroduced to represent an approxlmatlon to the (usually small)

contribution of unmeasured hlgh-frequency modes outside the frequency

range of interest (¤r>> w) . To determine the unknown constants

(al, az, 1s "sampled" at different frequencies

distributed throughout the range of interest to provide the following

linear system
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E (L.,) —L— L L L 1 °1jk 1 2 11 12 "° 1m
. ***1 . . **1
• = • • • • G2

. . . . . Z (3.35a)

Ä (L.,) L L L L 1 °mjk N 2 N1 N2 °‘° Nm a***u 2

where L = (3.35b)pq __2
2ü)q•u)p

Solving Eq.(3.35) for estlmates of the unknmwn constants, by least-

squares for example, determlnes an estlmatlon of the mass—normal1zed

mode shapes through Eq.(3.33). _

If the measurements available contain m natural frequencies and a

complete column of the frequency response matrix (1.e. measurement set

II) then the frequency response elements can be approximated by the

equatlon

~ a m r1 r jkH ( ) = + 2 ( ) + a (3.36)JN, 1.2 r=1 -2 2 2
(0 •ü|
r

where rrjk are the to-be-determined “modal constants“ [44]. Similar to

Eq.(3.35), the modal constants can be estimated using a least-squares

solution of the following linear system
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Ä (L, ) J- L L L 1
al_?k 1 w12 11 12 1m g lrjk

= OI.

. . . I (3.37a) .” 1 m'3k"5k(“‘u) 'T LN1 Luz Lum L a“'u
z

where LPQ _
2 2ülq • Up

To estimate the mass-normalized mode shapes requires two steps.

First the point frequency response measurements, Hkk , are used to

estimate the kth component of each mode shape,

"kk ’ L1rkk’ z’kk· •··· mrkkl (3*8**)

2 2 2

Then the transfer response measurements, Fljk , are used to estimate the

remaining elements of the mode shapes,

‘*
[¢j1¢k1• ¢j2¢k2•

•••• ¢jm¢km] (3•39b)

°° °°°I
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Once the estimated normallzed mode shapes have been obtalned,

whether from the modal normalization factors of Eq.(3.34) or from the

modal constants of Eq.(3.36), the next step 1n the identification

process 1s the estlmation of the mass and stiffness matrices via

inversion of the orthonormality conditions

¢T M 6 = 6 (3.40a)J k ik

T _ ~2aj K ak - NJ 6jk (3.40b)

In the unlikely case that the full n x n normallzed modal matrix has

been determined (m = n in Eq.(3.34) or (3.36))• the mass and stiffness

matrices can be computed uniquely from

M = .,·T .,:1 (3.41a)

K = ¢'T K ¢'1 (3.41b)

In the more practical situation of having m (<n) available normallzed

mode shapes, submatrix scale factors are lntroduced to express the mass

and stiffness matrlces as

P
M = MO + ;=1 yrMr

(3.42a)

Q
K = KO +

L1 5rKr (3.42b)
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where Mo, Ko are the initial estimates of the mass and stiffness

matrices,

Mr, Kr are the rth mass and stiffness submatrices (assembled

into the global coordinate system),

vr, er are the mass and stiffness submatrix scale factors,

and

P, Q are the number of mass and stiffness submatrices.

Incorporatlng Eq.(3.42) into (3.40) and ut1l1z1ng Eq.(3.33) y1elds

T M
P M -

T [ + 2 a K ] a = "2 6 / (3 43b)*’3"0r=1rrk“’5;|k°5 ·

Equatlon (3.43) can be rearranged to provide a linear system 1nvolv1ng

the unknown submatrix scale factors as follows,

T 1 T T
aj=

I (3.44a)
T T T '

‘*';1"o*k Tjnlvk TP

T 52; T T_ -¢jK0¢J + aj ¢jK1¢J ... ojKQ¢J 61
= . I (3.44b)

T T T °

where the second set of equat1ons in Eqs.(3.44a) and (3.44b) are val1d
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when j¢k . Collect1ng the subsets of above equat1ons for each measured

or est1mated mode (GJ, vj) 1nto a global set prov1des a linear system

wh1ch can be solved to obta1n a least-squares est1mate of the submatr1x

scale factors, prov1ded that m(m+1)/2 z max(P,Q) . S1nce Eqs.(3.34)

and (3.36) represent approx1mat1ons to the frequency response element,

an 1terat1ve procedure can be used whereby the contr1but1on of the h1gh—

frequency umneasured modes 1s a pred1cted funct1on of G (us1ng the

present best est1mate of the modeled structure) and used 1n these

equat1ons 1n l1eu of measurements. Th1s means that fewer h1gh frequency

mode effects need to be approx1mated by the constant az .

At th1s stage there are a few po1nts worth not1ng: (1) The mass

and st1ffness submatr1ces descr1bed 1n Eq.(3.42) can represent a s1ngle

f1n1te element or a group of f1n1te elements hav1ng the same assumed

geometry, mater1al propert1es, boundary cond1t1ons, and model1ng

assumpt1ons [33]. Exam1nat1on of the k1net1c and potent1al energy

contr1but1ons of each submatr1x to the total energy of the 1n1t1al

structural model enables the analyst to neglect any submatr1ces wh1ch do

not contr1bute energy to the spec1f1c modes for wh1ch measurements are

ava1lable [33]. The percent contr1but1on of each submatr1x to the total

k1net1c and potent1al energy of the system can be approx1mated from the

d1agonals of the matr1ces ag Mo ao and ag Ko ao / Gäj , where ao 1s

the mass-normal1zed modal matrix of the or1g1nal model. (11) The use of

scale factors 1n Eq.(3.42) conserves the cons1stency of the or1g1nal

f1n1te element model 1n the sense that no unmodeled coupl1ng occurs as a

result of the 1dent1f1cat1on process. (111) In the event that the

1dent1f1ed model does not rellably pred1ct the measured responses, two
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courses of action might be considered. It may be beneficlal, from

examination of the submatrlx energy contributions, to refine (or

remodel) those submatrices which provide slgnlficant energy to the

measured modes of interest. This "lnformal" approach could prove quite

practical ln an actual application. A more formal approach 1s to

examlne the model parameter covarlance matrix associated with the least-

squares solution of Eq.(3.44) to determine which parameters (submatrix

scale factors) are deemed statlstically unacceptable. Model refinement

can then be performed on those submatrlces of interest. Although

attractlve in principle, practical application of this approach could

prove quite difficult because the determlnatlon of the covariance

matrices associated with the left side of Eq.(3.44) requires not only

propagation of the covarlance matrix from the estimation of the modal

normallzation factors, but also an estlmate of the covarlances

associated with the modeling errors lnherent in the initial model and

the propagatlon of these errors into the approxlmate mode shapes.

As observed from Eq.(3.43), the measured (or approximated) modal

vectors must be of dimension equal to the number of degrees of freedom

of the f1n1te element model. In practice, measurements of mode shapes

cannot usually be obtalned at every location on the actual structure

correspondlng to a degree of freedom on the structural model. To

approxlmate the remainlng elements of an incomplete modal vector, the

method of dynamic condensation may be useful [61-62].

Consider the partltioned form of the unforced equations of motion
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Mss Msp us Kss Ksp Us 0
.. + = (3.45)Mus Mpp up Kos Kw UP

°

which leads to the elgenproblem

2 2Kss' “1Mss Ksp' “iMsp
°s1 0

2 2 = (3.46)
K¤S' “'1M¤S K¤¤' "’1M¤¤ "p, °

To determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes Paz [61-62]

outlines the following steps:

Steg 1 An approximation of n1 is lntroduced into Eq.(3.46) and
€¢s1}

1s eliminated from the first partition to obtain

_ 2 -1 2
’[Kss' “1Mss] [Ksp' “1Msp] {°p1}

(3.47)
= T1 {#111}

The actual modes shapes {a1} can now be approxlmated, given only api ,

as

{• } = = {¢ } = T {¢ } 3.4
* °p1 1 **1 * **1

Step 2 The reduced mass and stiffness matrlces can be determined from

T
M1R= T1 M T1 (3.49a) 1
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K =
TT K T (3 49b)

I1R 1 1 '
Step 3 The reduced eigenproblem

{ap} = {01 (3.50)

can be solved to 0bta1n an 1mproved value of ui and a start1ng est1mate

Öf (01+1 •

An 1terat1ve procedure can be employed whereby the updated value

of ui 1s used 1n Eq.(3.47) and the process repeated. Paz shows that

very accurate results can often be obtained after Just one 1terat1on.

For the 1dent1f1cat1on problem, the objective 1s to 1dent1fy the

actual mass and st1ffness matrices, not their reduced counterparts. If

a set of 1ncomplete measured mode shapes {wp 1 are available,
1

1dent1f1cat1on can be performed as follows:

Step 1 Est1mate the mode shape normal1zat1on factors using the measured

frequency response elements as descr1bed 1n the prev1ous subsection.

Step 2 Use the measured natural frequency, G1 , and the 1n1t1al

estimates of the mass matr1x, Mo , and the st1ffness matr1x, Ko , to

obta1n the transformat1on matr1x as g1ven 1n Eqs.(3.47) and (3.48).

Repeat th1s step for each measured natural frequency.

Step 3 0bta1n the complete mode shapes from each 1ncomplete measured

mode us1ng
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{vi} = Ti {vpi} (3.51)

The mass and st1ffness matrices can now be 1dent1f1ed us1ng Eq.(3.44).

If des1red, th1s process can be repeated by us1ng the updated mass

and st1ffness matrices 1n place of the1r 1n1t1al representations 1n Step

2. To avo1d the matr1x 1nvers1ons required 1n Eq.(3.47), a Gauss-Jordan

el1m1nat1on of the secondary variables 1n Eq.(3.46) can be performed to

obta1n

[I —T1] gasi} 3 ;0§
(3.52)0 D1 api 0

The transformat1on matr1x can be d1rectly obta1ned from Eq.(3.52)

w1thout the need for any matr1x 1nvers1ons [62].

The advantages of the above SMI method are:

1) 1ncorporat1on of measured frequency response data prov1des for

un1que 1dent1f1cat1on of the structure,

11) the least·squares formulations for f1tt1ng the frequency response

elements and for est1mat1on of the submatr1x scale factors are

l1near,

111) 1f measurements of mode shapes or one column of the frequency

response matr1x are available (measurement sets I or II) the mass
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and stiffness matrices of Eq.(3.42) need only be representative of

the true model in the coupling of the elements (the initial

numerical values of the elements can be inaccurate by an order of

magnitudel),

iv) the consistency of the original finite element model is maintained

(no additional off-diagonal coupling occurs as a consequence of

the identification process), and

v) use of submatrix scale factors for the mass and stiffness matrix

representations limits the estimation process to a relatively

small set of parameters.

In the first four of the following examples, the "measurement" set

consists of noise—free results obtained from analysis of the true

model. Consideration of measurement noise is deferred to Example 3.5,

in which various degrees of damping are also imposed on the system. To

initiate the estimation process, the true model is approximated by

perturbing the parameters inherent to the system.
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Example 3.1 Identlflcation of a Truss Structure

To illustrate the use of the SMI method developed 1n the previous

section, the mass and stiffness matrices of the ten-bay planar truss

structure shown in Figure 3.1 are identified. An ad hoc approximatlon

of the true model 1s constructed by lncreasing the mass matrix elements

by 10% and decreasing the stiffness matrix elements by 10%. This

approximate model 1s used to 1n1t1ate the estimation process. The

"measurement" set, obtalned from the solution and analysis of the true

model, consists of the first e1ght natural frequencies, a transverse

-frequency response function representing the ratio of vertical

displacement at point B to vertical force at point A, and a longitudinal

frequency response function representing the ratio of horizontal

displacement at point B to horizontal force at point A. The current

best estimate of the structural model is used to determine approximate

mode shapes required for the identification process.

To cast the model in terms of mass and stiffness submatrices, the

following element groups are chosen:

Group I 20 upper and lower primary bendlng elements

Group II 20 diagonal bendlng/shear elements

Group III 10 vertical column elements.

The initial fractional modal energy contributions of each element group

(based upon the Initial approximate model) are given in Table 3.1. It

can be observed from the energy distributlons that Group III contributes
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only negligibly to the first eight modes and, therefore, is not used for

the identification procedure. In practice, it may prove constructive to

repeat these energy distribution calculations as the solution is

refined.

A comparison of the "measured" natural frequencies to the initial

and final estimates (after three iterations) is sunmarized in Table 3.2,

and a comparison of the "measured" frequency response functions with

their initial and final estimates is provided in Figure 3.2. It can be

observed that the longitudinal frequency response function is required

for detection of the fourth and the eighth modes.
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Table 3.1 Group Energy Distributions for the
Undamped Truss Structure

¤

Kinetic Energy (%) Potential Energy (%)

.
Group I Group II Group HI Group I Group II Group III

1 55.9 39.9 4.2 98.3 1.7 0.0

2 55.0 40.0 5.0 86.7 13.3 0.0

3 54.6 40.0 5.4 71.6 28.4 0.0

4 55.5 40.2 4.3 76.2 16.9 6.9

5 54.3 39.8 5.9 56.0 44.0 0.0

6 53.9 39.6 6.5
’·

42.2 57.7 0.1

7 53.2 39.4 7.4 30.7 69.3 0.0

8 54.8 40.4 4.8 73.0 19.6 7.4
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Table 3.2 Natural Frequency Results for the
Undamped Truss Structure

(L)N-u "*
1 6.76 rad/sec 6.11 raq/sec 6.79 rad/sec

2 34.77 21.46° 34.88
2 87.22 78.89 87.31
4 117.93 106.67 117.82
6 157.11 142.12 156.93
6 240.50 217.54 239.74
7 333.88 302.01 332.22
6 359.58 325.25 358.87
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Figure 3.2a Transverse Frequency Response Results

for the Undamped Truss Structure
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Figure 3.2b Longitudinal Frequency Response Results
for the Undamped Truss Structure
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Example 3.2 Identification of a Flexible Manipulator Arm

The mass and stiffness matrices are identlfied for the simple

manipulator arm shown ln Figure 3.3. The structure consists of two

flexible appendages (modeled with five beam elements each), rotatlonal

sprlngs at the base and at the connectlng jolnt, and a gr1p with mass

and 1nert1a.

The true model 1s approx1mated by increasing the mass properties by

10% and decreasing the stiffness properties by 10%. The first five

natural frequencles of the true model and the frequency response

function representlng the ratio of displacement at the joint to torque

at the base are treated as measurements with approximate mode shapes

determined from the current best estimate of the model.

To cast the model in terms of mass and stiffness submatrices the
—

following element groups are chosen:

Mass --- Group I Mass matrix of appendage 1

Group II Mass matrix of appendage 2

Group III Tip mass moment of lnertia

Group IV Tip mass

Stiffness -—- Group I Stiffness matrix of appendage 1

Group II Stiffness matrlx of appendage 2

Group III Base rotational stlffness

Group IV Joint rotational stlffness
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The initial fractlonal modal energy contributions of each element

group are given in Table 3.3. It is apparent that the first two modes

approximate those that would be obtalned for a two degree-of-freedom

model with rlgld appendages and the higher modes represent the

flexibllity of the appendages.

Due to the uncoupllng ln the energy d1str1but1ons, a two step

process was used to ldentify the structure. First, the three highest

modes are used to 1dent1fy mass element groups I, II, and III and

stiffness element groups I and II. Then, the two lowest modes are used

to identify mass element group IV and stiffness element groups III and

IV. The free- and forced-response identification results (after two

iterations) are provided in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.4, respectively. It

is apparent that the energy distribution is an effect1ve way to

construct judicious sub—problems of reduced dimensionality. This very

attractlve idea, apparently first exploited by white and Maytum [33],

has been found very useful in lmplementlng the present SMI method.
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Parameters

EI = 50,000 lb·in2 p = 0.003 slug/in

Base Spring = 10 lb·in Joint Spring = 5 lb·in

Tip Mass = 5 slugs Tip Inertia = 0.5 lb·in2

Length = 25 in x 2 = 50 in

Figure 3.3 Simple Manipulator Arm
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Table 3.3 Group Energy Distributions
for the Manipulator Arm

KINETIC ENERGY(%) POTENTIAL ENERGY(%)
MODE OF MASS GROUPS OF STIFFNESS GROUPS

I II III IV I II III IV

1 0.0 0.5 0.0 99.5 0.2 0.1 66.5 33.2

2 58.8 39.1 1.9 0.2 0.1 0.1 33.3 66.5

3 27.5 47.3 25.2 0.0 19.5 80.5 0.0 0.0

4 64.0 22.1 13.9 0.0 75.7 24.1 0.1 0.1

5 16.5 38.8 44.7 0.0 7.4 92.6 0.0 0.0
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Table 3.4 Natural Frequency Results
for the Manipulator Arm .

MODE Ä w

1 0.0230 rad/sec 0.0209 rad/sec 0.0230 rad/sec

2 1.062 0.9617 1.066

3 55.44 50.15 55.55

4 91.12 82.42 91.19

5 156.75 141.78 156.98
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Figure 3.4a L0w—Range Frequency Response Results
for the Manipulator Arm
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Figure 3.4b High-Range Frequency Response Results
for the Manipulator Arm
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3.2.b Applicatlon to Substructure Synthesis

Many large complex structures conslst of a combination of several

smaller components or substructures, such as the wlngs and fuselage of

an alrplane or the Space Shuttle Orblter and its payloads. In addition,

component substructures of some of these structures, including the many

proposed large space structures, will llkely be assembled and tested in-

orblt due to the high flexlblllty of the assembled structure.

The substructure synthesis method [63-65] plays an important

part ln the analysis of large structures; in many cases lt provides the

only computatlonally efficient and practical approach available to the

practlclng engineer. It ls therefore lmpertant to develop an

1dent1f1cat1on scheme which ls compatible with and can be efficlently

integrated into the substructure synthesls method. First, the

substructure synthesls method ls revlewed for a very simple class of

structures, then extensions to accommodate the above estlmatlon concepts

are developed.

Conslder the simple beam structure given in Figure 3.5 composed of

two substructures and their corresponding f1n1te element models. The

equatlons of motion for each substructure are given as

Mlul + Klul - fl (3.53a)

Mziiz + Kzuz = fz (3.53b)
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E

‘

Substructure 1 Substructure 2

I E

Figure 3.5 Substructures of a Simple Clamped
Beam
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Follow1ng Cra1g [64,65], two fundamental mode sets for each substructure

are def1ned:

1) F1xed—Interface Normal Modes {Ä?} --- free v1brat1on mode shapes

obta1ned from Eq.(3.53) by f1x1ng (clamping) each interface degree of

freedom.

11) Stat1c Constra1nt Modes {Y?} --- stat1c shape funct1ons obta1ned

from Eqs.(3.53) by setting one 1nterface degree of freedom to un1ty w1th

all others set to zero. Each substructure 1n F1gure 3.5 has two stat1c

constraint modes.

Apply1ng the coord1nate transformatlon

us= [as Z YS] qS= 0sqs (3.54)

to each substructure ylelds the follow1ng transformed equatlons of

mot1on for the system

Mdod + Kdqd = fd (3.55a)

where

o
Md T (3.55b)

0 0 M 02 2 2

0{Kl01 0
Kd = T (3.55c)

0 02K202
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olfl
fd (3.6su)

0Tf2 2

q -
(Q1) (3 55e)

d qz '

It should be noted that the f1xed—1nterface normal modes in os are

truncated at the substructure level to include only a dominant subset of

modes from the f1n1te element analysis. The next step is to impose

continuity conditions on the d1splacement and slope at the interface.

This leads to an expression of the form

1qu
[C1 C2] = 0 (3.56)

Dqu

where qä 1s the independent coordinate vector and qg 1s the dependent

coord1nate vector (due to continuity). Solving for qg yields

D _ -1 Iqd - -C2 Clqd
(3.57)

so that qd can now be written as

qä I 1 1q = -
_ q = ßq (358)d 1 d dD -132 C1qu

The "connected" set of equations is now defined as

**1 I
Mcqd + Kcqd = fc (3.5911)
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- Mc= Jude (3.59b)
kc= Jkde (3.59c)
rc= 6Trd (3.59d)

The dimension of Mc and KC 1s equal to the number of retalned fixed-

lnterface normal modes plus constraint modes from each substructure

minus the number of dependent coord1nates due to lnterface continuity.

The attractiveness of this method 1s that a reduced set of equations can

be obtained for analyzing the assembled structure, leading to less

computational expense without a signlficant loss of accuracy. The free

vibration eigenproblem associated with Eq.(3.59) yields the natural

frequencies, ui , and "connected" mode shapes, Z1 . The actual mode

shapes can be approximated from the connected mode shapes using

Eqs.(3.54) and (3.58),

01 0
¢1 = BZ1 = •GßZ1 (3.60)

0 02

To use the SMI method proposed in the previous sect1on, the

relation for the frequency response matrix must first be obtalned. The

"connected" frequency response matrix, obtained by taking the Fourier

transform of Eq.(3.59), becomes

H;1(w) = KC- «•2Mc (3.61)
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Pre- and post-multlplying by zT and Z , respectively, and uslng the

orthonormallty conditions

zTMcz = I (3.62a)

ZTKCZ = A = d1ag(o§) (3.62b)

yields

Hc(6) = Z [A -
b2I]'1ZT (3.63)

The Fourier transform of Eq.(3.59) 1s written as

qä(„„) = z [A - „,211‘1zTrc(•„) (3.64)

where Qä(¤) and Fc(¤) are the Fourler transforms of qä(t) and fC(t) .

Multiplylng Eq.(3.64) by 06 and using Eqs.(3.58) and (3.59d) yields

od(a) = 6 z [A - „211'1zT¤Trd(„) (3.65)

where Qd(m) and Fd(¤) are the Fourier transforms of qd(t) and fd(t) .

Multiplying Eq.(3.65) by 06 and ut1l1z1ng Eqs.(3.54) and (3.55d) results

in the deslred relation,

U ( ) F (w)
1 066 Z [A -

¤2I]°1 ZTBTQE 1 (3.66a)
U2(¤) F2(u)
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_ F (w)
= 0 [A — 021] 1

0TF2(‘^*)

F1(“)
= H(a) (3.66c)

F2(“)

where (U1, U2) and (F1, F2) are the Fourier transforms of

(ul, u2) and (fl, fz) . The measured frequency response elements and

the measured natural frequencies and mode shapes can now be used to

determ1ne the modal normal1zat1on factors v1a (see Eq.(3.34))

~ a m 0 0n (—JL'&a)+a (3.67)J" ..,2 r=1 -2 z ' 2
ulr • ul

The normal1zat1on factors (ar) , obta1ned from a least-squares f1t of

Eq.(3.67), normal1ze the connected mode shapes w1th respect to the

connected mass matrix, as descr1bed 1n Eq.(3.62). These equat1ons can

be written in terms of the measured mode shapes and the actual mass and

st1ffness matr1ces of each substructure to obta1n

n 0 1°kT T 1 _{lvj 201} [0 M2] {vg - 6jk/ aj (3.68a)
2 k

k 0 lvk
T T 1 _ ~2Wj öjk / ßj (3•68b)

2 k

where 103 1s that port1on of the jth measured mode shape containing the

coord1nates of substructure 1, and 20:] 1s that port1on of the jth
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measured mode shape containing the coordinates of substructure 2. The

mass and stlffness matrices of each substructure can now be identified

in the following manner. First the substructure mass and stiffness

matrlces are expanded, using submatrlx scale factors, to obtaln

P1
M1= IMO + ::*:1 lyr IM? (3.69a)

M = + 1: y M 3.69b
P2 ( )2 2MO rgl 2 r 2 r
Q1

K1= IKO + ::1 lßr 1Kr (3.69c)

Q2
K2= ZKO + ::*:1 ZB', 2Kr (3.69d)

Equatlon (3.69) is then used in Eq.(3.68) to obtain a set of equations

for determlnlng the mass submatrix scale factors,

1*1
T T 1 I°1*j 1MO 1*5 ' 2*5 2"o 2*5 * aj 1*5 2*5 ·1YP1

-
2*1 (3.70a)

T T Z°1°j 1MO 1*k ' 2*5
2”o Zvk 1*5k 2*5k ·ZYP2

- T T -where 1-1,2 (3.70b)

T T
_
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and the stiffness submatrix scale factors,

Q2 1*1'1°*j’
1KO 1*5 ‘ 2*5 2"o 2*5 * T? 1*5 2*51

Q1Q 1KO lvk ’ 2*5 2"o Zwk 1*5k 2*5k z
2302

where ,...1 1=1,2 (3.71b)

iajk = ravtivg ix, mk , ,4,; ix, mk ,...1 1=1,2 (6.71c)

The second set of equat1ons in Eqs.(3.70) and (3.71) is valid

when Jak . Collecting the set of above equat1ons for each measured mode

results in a linear least-squares formulation for determining the

submatrix scale factors of each substructure provided, as a necessary

condition, that m(m+1)/2 is greater than max(P1+P2,Q1+Q2). In suumary,

it has been shown that the structural model identification method

developed 1n Section 3.2.a can easily be applied to a substructure

synthesis model. Using modal measurements and frequency response
‘

measurements from the final assembled structure, the modal normal1zat1on

factors are first estimated, and the mass and stiffness matrices of each

substructure are then identified simultaneously, using a “stacked"

version of the orthonormality cond1t1ons, as presented 1n Eq.(3.68).
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Example 3.3 Identification of a Clamped Beam

The mass and stiffness matrices of the clamped beam given in

Figure. 3.6 are ldentifled using the component mode synthesls method

described in the previous section. The true model for the structure 1s

approxlmated by increaslng the mass densities by 10% and decreaslng the

bendlng r1g1d1t1es by 10%. The first four natural frequencles of the

true model and the point frequency response function at location A are

treated as measurements with approximate mode shapes determined from the

current best estimate of the model.

The component mode synthesls model consists of three substructures

containing five beam elements in each. To determine the final connected

model two modes are kept from the fixed-interface eigensolutions of each

separate substructure. The mass and stlffness matrlces of each

substructure are chosen as submatrices so that there exist a total of

three mass scale factors and three stiffness scale factors to be

ldentified.

A comparison of the "measured" natural frequencies with the 1n1t1al

and final estlmates (after two iterations) is provided in Table 3.5. A

comparison of the "measured" and estlmated frequency response function

1s provided in Figure 3.7.

It should be noted that identification of a standard f1fteen—

element model of the beam required three t1mes more computatlonal

expense than identification of the component mode model. For large

structures, the order reduction and computatlonal sav1ngs 1mpl1c1t in

this approach may prove vital in making identification practlcal.
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1 0 2 3
A

Parameters

EI1= 833,333 1b•in2 P1= 0.003 slug/in

EI2= 263,672 1b·in2 o2= 0.002 slug/in

EI3= 52,083 1b·in2 P3= 0.001 slug/in

Length = 50 in x 3 = 150 in

Figure 3.6 Clamped Beam Structure
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Table 3.5 Natural Frequency Results for the
Component Mode Clamped Beam

1 10.94 rad/sec 12.10 rad/sec 10.93 rad/sec

2 28.96 32.01 28.85
6 60.58 66.98 60.42
4 94.84 105.01 64.66
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Figure 3.7 Frequency Response Results
for the Clamped Beam
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3.3 Structural Model Identification of Viscous Damped Structures

In the previous section a structural identification method ls

presented for and applied to undamped (or negllglbly damped)

structures. In thls section the SMI method is extended to include

vlscous—damped structures. while all structures exhiblt a certain

amount of passive damplng due to internal molecular friction, energy

loss in connecting joints, and/or atmospheric reslstance, the comblned

effects often result ln a system with "l1ght" damping. For many

applications an undamped analysis may be adequate, but certainly not in

the v1c1n1ty of resonant conditions. Also, systems under active control

(1.e. state feedback control) can exhlbit as much artiflcial damping as

the controller 1s designed to produce. Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of

the frequency response function of a system with no damping, with light

damping, and with heavy damplng. It can be observed that the frequency

response function for the lightly damped structure dlffers significantly

from the undamped structure only near resonant condltlons, whereas the

response of the heavlly damped structure differs from the undamped

structure throughout a s1gn1f1cant portlon of the frequency range. In

the first subsectlon, the SMI method 1s extended to apply to generally-

damped structures in state space; a matrix perturbation method for

identification of l1ghtly—damped structures in configuration space ls

developed in the second subsection.
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3.3.a A State Space Approach for General Linear Damping

when s1gn1f1cant damping 1s present 1n a structure, due to pass1ve

and/or active sources, the configuration-space 1dent1f1cat1on method

developed in Sect1on 3.2 must be rev1sed. The three measurement sets

discussed in Sectlon 3.2.a remain the same for a general v1scous—damped

structure except that the natural frequencies and mode shapes are now

the more general complex-valued eigenvalues and e1genvectors, leading to

the complex-valued frequency response matrix.

The equat1ons of motion in configuration-space take on the well-

known form

Mu + ca + Ku = f (3.72)

where C 1s the n x n v1scous damping matrix. If state feedback control

1s used to actively control the structure the force vector can be

written as

f=·fe+fc=fe+Dv (3.73)

where fe 1s the n x 1 external force vector, fc ls the n x 1 control
force vector, D 1s the n x 1. control influence matr1x and v 1s the

1. x 1 1nput vector. The input vector (e.g. generalized forces) can be

written (for a special case of linear feedback control), using the

1 x 1. synmetr1c pos1t1ve definite ga1n matr1ces G1 and G2 , 1n the

follow1ng manner [66,67]
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v = — GIDTO - G2DTu (3.74)

so that the closed-loop controlled system becomes

Mu + ca + Ku = fe (3.75a)

- T -C — CP+ DGID - CP+ CA (3.75b)

K = KP+ DGZDT = KP+ KA (3.75c)

where CP and KP are the passive (structural) damping and stiffness

matrices and CA and KA are the active damping and stiffness matrlces due

to the feedback control law of Eq.(3.74). Since M, C, and K are

positive def1n1te matrices, it can easily be shown that the class of

feedback controls of Eq.(3.74) 1s stabilizing. The n second-order

equations can be written in the Zn symmetrical state space form

A +B (3.76a)
u u e

whereA¤‘

6 = [Q (3.76c)

The advantage of the synmetrical state space form is that the system
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— left and right eigenvectors are identical; th1s gives rise to certain

simplifications and makes the first order form of the eigenvalue problem

more analogous to the undamped second order form. The Zn eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of the corresponding free vibration equations take on

the form

- + 1 *- 1 -1 2 3 77Äj—°
Q

j—
Q Q••lQn ( O )

·A·„ ¢j ^~A· ¢j
a = , a = , , j=1,2,...,n (3.78)J 1 a JJ J x ¢J J

where ud (20) 1s the jth damping term, mj ls the jth damped natural-

frequency, aj 1s the jth displacement mode shape, and * represents the

complex conjugate operation. The Zn x Zn modal matrix is now defined as

^ ^ ^ _ ^·A· ^·k ^*
a = [al az ... an : al az ... an] (3.79)

The frequency response matrix for this system 1s obtained from the

Fourier transform of Eq.(3.76),

§u(1«„) § _1 go Q
J

= [1oA + B] (3.80a)

. Q
(3.80b)

where H(1«1) 1s the Zn x Zn complex·-valued frequency response matrix.

Using the orthonormality conditions
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JA 6 = 1 (6.616)
¢TB a = -11 = -d1ag(xj) (3.81b)

and proceeding analogous to Section 3.2.a, the state space spectral

decomposltion of the frequency response matrix becomes

n(1•.») = ¢ (1...1 -
^1‘1¢T (3.82)

A typical element of the matrix can be written from Eq.(3.82) as

Hjk(1w) = E- (ljül + lm-) (3.83)
r-1 11.1 - xr im — xr

It 1s first assumed that a set of m (sn) measured eigenvalues

(ij) and measured (or approxjmated) eigenvectors (bj) , and a measured

frequency response element (Hjk) are available. Using Eq.(3.33) in

Eq.(3.83) y1elds an approximatlon of the frequency response element,

a m * *
ar az (3.84)

in — xr im — xr

As 1n Eq.(3.34), the first term represents any r1g1d-body modes present

in the system and the last term represents an approximation to the

unmeasured high-frequency modes. Equation (3.84) can now be "sanpled"

at various frequency levels to obtain a linear least—squares est1mat1on

of the unknown parameters. To improve the estlmation process the

definition ar= (15+ la}, 1s used so that the sampled equations take on

the form
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" 1 · · °1HJk(M1) M1 Lu Llm L11 Llm 1 R
. . . . .

°‘1
__ Z = 12 ° . ° . I II (3.85a)
Hjk('ÜwN) LN1 ...

LN"'
LN1 ... LN"' 1 am

1*2

where ,,
*0 0 0 0LW: ..19lQ. .1. ..19..E. (3_85b)
*lwp·· Xq Tw')- lq

0 0 0* 0*im = 11 -19lL - —JH—'§— 1 (3.85c)
Tw"- Xq 'lwp- Aq

Equation (3.85) can now be solved for the unknown constants. If the

measurements available contain m eigenvalues and a complete column of

the frequency response function then the frequency response elements can

be approximated using the relationship

a m r 2*
HJk(M) = é + 2 (—L·1-Ii- + Lil) + az (3.86)

=
„ „*r 1 lu - Ar Tw - Ar

where rrjk are the complex-valued modal constants [44]. To estimate the

unknown modal constants the definition ',_rjk=
rräk + irräk 1s used so

that the sampled equations take on the form

ITI (1 1 1 L L L E 1
a1

jk
“‘1

M1 11 1m 11 1m PR
O O O O O1Z

= Z ' . ' . Z Z (3.87a)

11 (1 1 1 L L E [ 1
m‘”§u

jk
“’N

MN N1 Nm N1 Nm a2
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where
-;._;_

Lpq
1 ~

+
i ~*

(3.87b)
wp- Aq wp- Aq

”.
....;._;..Lpq 1[

1 X 1 ~*
] (3.87c)“¤'

¤
“¤'

^¤

The correctly normalized elgenvectors can now be obtained using

Eqs.(3.38) and (3.39).

The next step is to use the orthonormality conditions of Eq.(3.81)

to ldentify the mass, damplng, and stlffness matrices. Similar to

Eq.(3.42), the damplng matrix 1s expanded as

R
C = C + z c C (3.88)0 r=1 r r

where Co is the initial estimate of the damplng matrix, Cr 1s the rth

damping submatrix, gr is the rth damplng submatrlx scale factor, and R

1s the number of damping submatrlces. It should be noted here that 1f

state feedback control of the form given in Eq.(3.74) 1s used, some of

the subnatrix scale factors for both the damping and stiffness matrices

can represent elements of the gain matrices in Eq.(3.74). This suggests

an 1nterest1ng posslbility to simultaneously estlmate effective l1near

control gains along with the structural 1dent1f1cat1on.

Incorporat1ng Eqs.(3.42), (3.88), and (3.33) 1nto Eq.(3.81) yields
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0[40- 1: ßkxk 0 wk
lv; xjvgl "1 P =6jk/aj (3.890)

0 M0+ 2211kMk xkvk

00 K0+ z 18PKk vk
T T "‘ _ ~[03 xjvjl Q P --116jk/-T (3.89b)

K0+ :218rKr c0+
:21£rCr

Äkvk

Equations (3.89a) and (3.89b) can be combined and rearranged to form the

resulting equations

*1 * é' äyJ
2 = [Ju azj aw] 222 (3.90a)

vj il

f1
T 1--’41j(K0— XJARMO) *2k

T
2

xk) Ko] uk Ei'

"'*‘°'°° 2 T 2 T
J 2 xj

00-Tx

*1 2*: *12*: ] (3.90.1,
Zxjvgklvj Zxjwgkzvj ...
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0 0
[ÄZÜTC T, TZÜTC (3.90e)

J J 1 J J J 2JT

T_, . ^:^•<"¤”1“'•< ^:*•<":¤"2"¤< 3 90f
00T

T-0 K 0 -0 K 0 ...Jzjkz
[

J 1 k
T

J 2 k
T 1

(3.90g)
(xj+ xk) 0jK10k (xJ+ xk) 0jK20k ...

0
0J3,1k‘T T in

(3.90++)
xjxk0JC10k xjxk0JC20k ...

The last two sets of equatlons are valid when J¢k . Collecting the

set of above equations for each measured elgenvalue permits a linear

least—squares solution provided that 2m(2m+1) > P+Q+R . As described in

Section 3.2.a, an lterative procedure can be ut1l1zed with the current

best estlmates of the unmeasured high-frequency modes used as simulated

replacements for their measurements.
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Example 3.4 Identification of an Actlvely-Controlled Rotating Blade

The mass, damplng, and stiffness matrlces of the rotating

hellcopter blade shown in Figure 3.9 are ldentlfled using the state

space SMI method. The damping matrix 1s a consequence of velocity-

proportional feedback control at the blade tip (see Eq.(3.75b)).

The "measurement“ set conslsts of the first three complex

eigenvalues and the complex frequency response function at point A. To

cast the model in terms of submatrices, the following element groups are

chosen:

Group I Global mass matrix

Group II Stlffness contribution from the flex1b1l1ty

of the blade

Group III Stlffness contribution from the rotatlon of

the blade

Group IV Actuator gain element at the blade tip

The true model 1s initlally approximated by decreasing the mass

matrix by 10%, 1ncreas1ng the stiffness matrix by 10%, and decreasing

the actuator galn element by 5%. The free- and forced-response

identification results are presented ln Table 3.6 and Figure 3.10,

respectively.
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Q

I I
A

Parameters

EI = 30,000 lb·in2 o = 0.0009 slug/in

Length = 100 in '.. Q = 5 rad/sec

Actuator Gain = 0.005 _

Figure 3.9 Rotating Helicopter Blade
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Table 3.6 Eigenvalue Results for the
Actively-Controlled Rotating
Blade

MEASURED EIGENVALUE INITIAL ESTIMATED FINAL ESTIMATED
EIGENVALUE EIGENVALUE

1 -1.019 + 5.6871 -1.088 + 5.7691 -1.015 + 5.6891
2 -1.285 + 17.8421 -1.333 + 18.8081 -1.280 + 17.8491
3 -1.155 + 41.3651 -1.212 + 44.6611 -1.151 + 41.3771
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Figure 3.10 Frequency Response Results for
the Rotating Blade
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3.3.b A Perturbation Approach for Light Damplng

when there ls only a small amount of damping present in a structure

the SMI method developed in Section 3.2 can be used, in conjunction with

matrix perturbation theory, to ldentify the mass, damplng, and stiffness

matrices. As shown in this section, the attractlve advantage of the

perturbatlon approach is that identification can be performed in

configuration space rather than state space.

Consider the undamped equatlons of motion in configuration space

Mu+Ku=f (3.91)

for which the free-response solution ylelds the real system natural

frequencles or and mode shapes ar . Now cons1der the symnetrical state-

space representatlon of Eq.(3.91) in the form

A + B = go} (3.92a)
u u f ·

where A = 'K
° (2.92b)

0 M

s - °
K (2.9zc)

K 0

The free-response solution to Eq.(3.92) yields the complex system

eigenvalues and eigenvectors
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u

*).’_= im', , >.r= -1wr (3.93)

- ¢ . 96,.- " . 6;- { ' (3•94)1“’r°r °1“’r°r

If light viscous damplng ls introduced into the equatlons of motion in

the form of the damplng matrix C, the state—space representatlon 1s

perturbed by the relat1on

0 K 0 0
B = + = 80+ 81 (3.95)

K 0 0 C

where B1 becomes the perturbation matrix due to the presence of the

light damplng. A f1rst—order perturbatlon solution to the free-response

elgenvalue problem of Eq.(3.92) can be obtained to approximate the

change in the elgenvalues due to the 1nclus1on of the dauping matrix

[68].

Consider the eigenvalue problem

soior (3.96)

where Ao and B0 are Zn x Zn symmetric matrlces and Am, and 90,, are the

Zn eigenvalues and elgenvectors, respectively. It 1s assumed that the

elgenvectors are normallzed such that

ST A S - 6 (2 97a)0j 0 Ok jk °

STBS --6 6 (397b)0j 0 Ok Ok jk '
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If small perturbations Al and 81 are added to each matrix the resulting

eigenvalue problem becomes

-1rA S; 6 Sr (3.98a)

where A = A0+ A1 (3.98b)
8 = 80+ 81 (3.98c)

xr= 10r+ xlr (3.98d)
•r=

•0r+ olr (3.98e)

The eigenvalues xlr and elgenvectors Älr represent small perturbatlons
from their original values. Expanding Eq.(3.98a), ut1l1z1ng Eq.(3.96),

and neglecting second—order terms, yields the equation

B1°Or+ BO°1r ‘ ‘*0r^1°0»~‘ *0»·^0°1r‘ ^1r^0°0r (3*9)

Multiplying Eq.(3.99) by ggg and ut1l1z1ng Eq.(3.97) yields the

relatlon

(3100)Os 1 Or Os O 1r Or Os 1 Or Or Os O lr lr rs °

It can be observed from Eq.(3.98) that 1f A1 and 81 are zero

then x1r= O (r=1,2,...,2n) and Älr becomes a scalar multiple of Äor .

In general, sir can be written as a linear combination of the
vectors sul, ;02 ,..., Äozn . To guarantee that ;1r= 0 when A1 and B1
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are zero it ls assumed that the perturbation eigenvector has the form

[68]

. 2n .

o1s= L1 eskook 6Ss= 0 s=1,2,...,2n (3.101)

Using Eq.(3.101) in Eq.(3.100) and letting s=r results in an expression

for the perturbed elgenvalues,

B1] am r=1,2,...,2n (3.102)

In the sequel, lt 1s shown that Eq.(3.102) can be used as the central

equation for identification of the damplng matrix.

Referring to Figure 3.8, lt 1s observed that the frequency response

function of a llghtly-damped structure closely resembles that of the

undamped structure except near the resonant conditions. Therefore,

given a set of complex frequency response measurements from a llghtly-

damped structure, identification of the mass and stiffness matrices can

be performed, as described 1n Section 3.2, by using the real couponents

of the frequency response measurements and the lmaginary components of

the elgenvalue measurements. Again, this method ls only accurate for

frequency response measurements away from the resonant conditions. Once

the mass and stlffness matrices have been 1dent1f1ed, the damplng matrix

can be determined as follows. First, the perturbed elgenvalues xl', are

obtained by simply subtracting the modeled elgenvalues A0', from the

measured elgenvalues ir ,
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16T,) - (mo',) (3.103a)

= ET, + 1(ör- au',) (3.10311)

where the notation from Eq.(3.77) 1s used. To utillze Eq.(3.102) the

eigenvectors sur must be normalized according to Eq.(3.97). In general,

the form of the elgenvectors becomes

10 = (3.104)°* *~·6.¢6.

where ¢or are the mode shapes from the 1dent1f1ed undamped model,

normalized with respect to the 1dent1f1ed mass matrix. Therefore, using

Eq.(3.104) in (3.97) determines scale factors er necessary to

normalize aor such that Eq.(3.97) 1s satisfied,

T T -1< 0
0 M T

= 1 (3.105a)
“Or°Or

T 2 Tor 1 (3.105b)

OT ¤r•
-

—L2— (3.105c)2“0r

The normalized eigenvectors oor can now be written as

·

= O
1 (3 106)°’

1/'iaor ****01*06
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Expanding the damping matrix according to Eq.(3.88), and using

Eqs.(3.106) and (3.103b) ln Eq.(3.102) w1thA1=0and B1 defined in

Eq.(3.95), yields the relation

8+1(ä-u)=-%¢T[C+2eC]¢ (3107)r r 0r 0r0q=1qq 0r °

where oo', 1s the rth mass—normal1zed mode shape and Cq is the qth

damplng submatrix. Since the right side of Eq.(3.107) 1s real, the

first-order perturbation solution does not predict a change in the

undamped natural frequencles due to the addition of the light damping
‘

and, therefore, only the measured damping factors Gr are used to

identify the damping matrix. Rearranging Eq.(3.107) to solve for the

submatrlx scale factors eq ylelds the least-squares problem

~ T T T‘2°1‘ *01%*01 [°01c1¢01 *01%*01 gl
E = E ° · . E E (3.108)

~ T T e

where it is assumed that there are m (>Q) measured damp1ng factors.

Solving Eq.(3.108) for the submatrix scale factors leads to the deslred

danping matr1x v1a Eq.(3.88). The advantages of this perturbation

approach are twofold: identification of the damped equatlons of motion
u

can be performed in configuration space without the need to solve the

state-space elgenvalue problem, and the orlginal damping matrix Co need
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only represent the true damplng matrix in the coupling of the elements

(as a consequence of llnearity, the original numerlcal values can be off

by orders of magnltude).
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Example 3.5 Identlficatlon of a Damped Truss Structure

The mass, damping, and stlffness matrlces of the truss structure

shown in Figure 3.11 are identifled using the methods developed in the

previous sections. Both internal (material) and external (atmospherlc)

light viscous damping is present, although there 1s no a priori

quantification of the amount of damping. Also, actuators located at

pos1t1on A are available for providing veloc1ty—proport1onal feedback

control.

The "measurement" set consists of the first elght complex

elgenvalues and the complex frequency response functions between points

A and B for the uncontrolled (open-loop) system (similar to Example 3.1)

and the first elght complex eigenvalues of the controlled (closed-loop)

system. In this example, all complex eigenvalue and frequency response

measurements are corrupted with random Gausslan noise to simulate

measurement errors. To cast the model in terms of submatrices, the

following element groups are chosen:

Mass and Stiffness --— Group I 20 upper and lower bendlng

elements

Group II 20 diagonal bending/shear

elements

0amp1ng --- Group I External vlscous damping matrix

Group II Internal viscous damping matrix

Group III Transverse actuator gain element at

point A
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Group IV Long1tud1nal actuator ga1n element at

po1nt A

The true mass and st1ffness matr1ces are approx1mated by 1ncreas1ng

the mass by 10% and decreas1ng the st1ffness by 10%. The actuator ga1n

elements are also 1n1t1ally perturbed from the1r true values (see Table

3.9). The 1n1t1al approx1mat1ons of the external and internal pass1ve

damp1ng matr1ces are only accurate 1n the coupling of the elements (the

numer1cal values are off by orders of magn1tude).

The 1dent1f1cat1on process 1s carr1ed out 1n three steps: (1)

1dent1f1cat1on of the mass and st1ffness matr1ces from the real

components of the- measured frequency response funct1ons and the

1mag1nary components of the measured e1genvalues of the open-loop

system, us1ng the method descr1bed 1n Sect1on 3.2.a, (11) 1dent1f1cat1on

of Groups I and II of the damp1ng matr1x from the real components of the

measured e1genvalues of the open-loop system, us1ng the perturbat1on

method of Sect1on 3.3.b, and (111) 1dent1f1cat1on of the ga1n elements

of the damp1ng matr1x from the measured e1genvalues of the closed-loop

controlled system, us1ng the method descr1bed 1n Sect1on 3.3.a.

The free- and forced-response 1dent1f1cat1on results for the open-

loop system are presented 1n Table 3.7 and F1gure 3.12, respectively.

The free-response 1dent1f1cat1on results for the controlled system and

the 1dent1f1ed actuator ga1n elements are presented 1n Tables 3.8 and

3.9, respect1vely. Due to the presence of the measurement noise, the

true model 1s not fully recovered; however, the 1n1t1al est1mate of the

model 1s cons1derably 1mproved.
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Table 3.7 E1genvalue Results for the Lightly
Damped Truss Structure

1 -0.0872 + 6.731 6.111 -0.0872 + 6.931
2 -0.0890 + 34.591 31.451 -0.0888 + 35.461
3 -0.0891 + 87.581 78.891 -0.0898 + 88.291
4 -0.1042 + 117.111 106.671 -0.1039 + 119.391
5 -0.0907 + 156.491 142.121 -0.0906 + 157.861
6 -0.0914 + 240.331 217.541 -0.0915 + 240.051
7 -0.0929 + 332.091 302.001 -0.0925 + 331.391
8 -0.1039 + 359.291 325.251 . -0.1042 + 363.281
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3.12a Transverse Frequency Response Results for the
Lightly Damped Truss Structure
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Table 3.8 Eigenvalue Results for the
Actively-Controlled Truss
Structure

MODE i 10 xf

1 -1.766 + 6.621 -2.098 + 6.531 -1.601 + 6.641
2 -1.793 + 34.061 -2.110 + 34.681 -1.625 + 34.781
3 -1.735 + 86.141 -2.053 + 87.251 -1.585 + 87.321
4 -0.482 + 117.161 -0.403 + 117.941 0.498 + 117.941
5 -1.700 + 155.391 -1.989 + 157.001 -1.541 + 157.051
6 -1.678 + 235.261 -1.964 + 239.931 -1.527 + 239.981
7 -1.668 + 331.561 -1.938 + 332.541 -1.512 + 332.581
8 -0.481 + 359.881 -0.404 + 359.231 -0.499 + 359.231

Table 3.9 Identified Actuator Gain Elements for the
Actively-Controlled Truss Structure

TRUE VALUE INITIAL VALUE IDENTIFIED VALUE

gA 0.150 0.120 0.158
Long

‘

. QA 0.300 0.360 0.273
Tran -



4. IOEMTIFICATIOM OF LIMEAR VISCOELASTIC STRUCTURES

In the previous chapter a structural model identification method ls

developed for undamped and vlscous damped llnear elastlc structures.

Many structural components, ranglng from large alrcraft wlngs and

hellcopter blades to small connectlng truss jolnts, are belng

manufactured from flber-relnforced composlte materlals, hlgh-temperature

thermoplastlcs, and other polymerlc materlals whlch exhlblt potentlally

non-negllglble (although slowly varylng) vlscoelastlc properties or

degradlng elastlc propertles. In the flrst sectlon of thls chapter, a

brlef revlew of some common modellng and dynamlc analysls technlques for

vlscoelastlc structures ls presented. A slmple, yet practical,

parameter estlmatlon method whlch assumes tlme-locallzed llnear elastlc

behavior ls presented ln the second sectlon. »

4.1 Dynamlc Analysls of vlscoelastlc Structures

The classlcal approach to modellng vlscoelastlc materials ls to

systematlcally comblne sprlng and dashpot elements to form “chaln-llke"

constltutlve models [69,72]. The classlcal Kelvln and Maxwell chalns

for an arbltrary vlscoelastlc materlal are shown ln Flgure 4.1. The

general constltutlve equatlon (referred to as the "standard model") for

elther a Kelvln or Maxwell materlal ls glven by

poc + plö + pza + ... = qoc + qlé + qze + ... (4.1a)

96
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or P {6} = 0 {6} (4.1c)

where 6 represents the stress fleld, 6 represents the straln fleld,

and P[ } and Q[ ] are dlfferentlal operators. Halylohner [70] utlllzes

Eq.(4.1) ln a flnlte element formulatlon to determlne the translent

analysis of vlscoelastlc bodles. The equatlons of motlon are formulated

and solved ln the Laplace domaln and numerlcally lnverted to the tlme

domaln. Knowledge of the order of the operators P{ } and Q[ } and the

values of the parameters ls required. Hendrlcks [71] analyzes the—

motlon of a three—parameter vlscoelastlc rotatlng shaft. A perturbatlon

solution to the equatlons of motlon ls used to separate the response

lnto short—term elastlc motlon and long-term vlscoelastlc motlon. The

equlllbrlum path of the shaft ls plotted over a long perlod of tlme for

varlous rotatlng frequencles.

The relaxatlon modulus, E(t), for the general Maxwell chaln can be

represented as a sum of decay exponentlals [72]

N -prt
E(t) =

E_
+ z Er e (4.2)

r=1

where
E_

ls the long-term modulus, Er ls the rth decay modulus, and

pr (20) ls the rth relaxatlon tlme constant. Yamada, et. al. [73]

utlllze Eq.(4.2) to determlne the response of a vlscoelastlc system to

harmonlc excltatlon. The equatlons of motlon are formulated and solved

ln the frequency domaln to determlne the complex frequency response
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function. The values of the parameters in Eq.(4.2) must be determined

experimentally or estimated.

Another method of modeling viscoelastic materials is through use of

the hereditary lntegral [69,72], defined for a uniaxial stress state as

t dcft)o(t) = g E(t-1) dt dr (4.3)

Plnnamaneni and Makadam [74] utilize Eq.(4.3) to determine the response

of a viscoelastic rocket motor. The relaxation modulus 1s chosen to

have the form given in Eq.(4.2). Integro—d1fferent1al, t1me—doma1n

equations of motion are numerically solved to obtain the response. _

If the relaxation modulus 1s written as E(t) = Em + G(t) , the

heredltary integral becomes

t
„(t) = zu em + j G(t-1) $(9- dr (4.4)

0

Buhar1wala [75] uses the three-dimensional counterpart of Eq.(4.4)v to

obtain integro-differential equatlons of motion for a general

viscoelastlc body. A perturbation method 1s then used to solve the

corresponding eigenvalue problem. To model the t1me·vary1ng modulus G,

a continuous decay distribution function Y 1s defined such that

G(t) = g
E_ Y(6) 8-6tdG (4.5)

It ls concluded that this decay distribution function needs to be

established for various materials.
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A constitutive model similar to the standard model is utilized by

Bagley and Torvik [76], in which the differential operators consist of

fractional derivatives. Their general constitutive model is written as

M am N an
6 + 2 bm D {6} = E¤ 6 + 2 En D {6} (4.6)

m=1 n=1

where
Dam

{.} and
Dan

{.} are fractional derivative operators and

bm , am , En , and an are constant parameters. Experimental

observations have indicated that many viscoelastic materials can be

modeled by retaining only the first terms of the series, resulting in

the five—parameter model ~

6 + b —gE%— = E_ 6 + E1—g:§— (4.7)
dt dt

where 6 and 6 are fractions. Bagley and Torvik utilize the

constitutive model of Eq.(4.7) to solve the eigenproblem associated with

a viscoelastic structure in the Laplace domain. The problem associated

with this model is that the eigensolution requires determination of a

common denominator for ß and 6 , which leads to a potent1ally very high

order system to solve.

Golla and Hughes [77] also use the constitutive model given in

Eq.(4.4), which can be written in the Laplace domain as

6(s) = E_ 6(s) + s G(s) 6(s) (4.8a)

= IE, + 9(s)l =(s) (4-8b)
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The Laplace function g(s) ls chosen to be a rational function of the

form

( ) n ai s
g s = z -——————- (4.9)

1-1 $***1

In obtalning discretlzed equations of motion for a vlscoelastic

structure, Golla and Hughes first formulate the equations of motion in

the Laplace domain and then obtain a corresponding t1me—doma1n

realizatlon.

A very attractive method of modeling viscoelastic structures with

slowly varylng properties, as well as structures exh1b1t1ng slow·

stlffness degradation, is to write the constitutive relation in the form

(for a one-dimensional stress state)

¤(t) = Ex [1 — a(t)] e(t) (4.10)

where a 1s a general time- and space-dependent parameter referred to as

the internal state variable [78-80]. It can be observed from the

general one-dimensional constitutive model of Eq.(4.4) that 1f G(t) is a

slowly varying parameter lt can be approximated as a constant over

relatively short perlods of time, resultlng in the constltutlve law

¤(t) =
[E_ + G(t)] e(t) (4.11)

Therefore, a vlscoelastlc constltutive model with slowly varying

parameters can be described by the form of Eq.(4.10). In References
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[78] through [80] it 1s shown that the constitutive model of Eq.(4.10)

can be used to represent degradation of stiffness properties in

compos1te laminates due to matrix cracking, interlaminar fracture, fiber

breakage, and fiber/matrix debonding. Kalyanasundaram, et. al. [80]

show the effects of the slowly varying internal state variable on the

. natural frequencies and mode shapes of a truss structure. As a model of

the internal state variable, the following power law is chosen

„(1) = k (gw-) " (4.12)
max

where amax is the maxlmum stress 1n the structure and k and Il are.

slowly varying parameters. For a maximum loss of 25% in axial stiffness

(in the highest stressed members), it 1s shown that an 8% reduction in

the value of the first three natural frequencles ls obtained.

All of the methods described above require knowledge of the

parameters of the relaxation modulus, either in the time-domain or in a

transformed domain (Laplace domain or frequency domain). In the

following section, a simple method of estimating the relaxation modulus

1s developed by assuming time-localized linear elastlc behavior.

4.2 Quasi-Elastic Ident1f1cat1on of the Relaxation Modulus

_ In this section a simple, practical 1dent1f1cat1on technique is

developed for materials whose relaxation modulus cons1sts of a series of

decay exponentlals, as Agiven by Eq.(4.2). Assuming the relaxatlon

modulus varies slowly with time, the identification proceeds as
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follows. Determination of the mass, viscous damping, and stiffness

matrices is obtained from measured complex eigenvalues and frequency

response functions at an early time in the life of the material

(tl) . At a considerable time later (t2) the identification process

is repeated with a new set of measured eigenvalues and frequency

response functions. Repeating this process for a number of times

throughout the life of the material allows for an estimate of the

variation in the relaxation modulus E(t) using a simple curve fitting

method.

For a viscoelastic material modeled with a Maxwell chain, the time

dependence of the relaxation modulus can be taken as a series of‘

exponentials

N —prt
E(t) = En + 2 Er e pre 0 (4.13)

r=1

which implies the stress-strain relation can be represented as an array

of springs and dashpots. According to Eq.(4.13), the relaxation modulus

will initiate at some value E(0) = EO and asymptotically converge to a

final value E(¤) =
E_ . If an initial estimate of the parameters are

available, a nonlinear least-squares estimate of the parameters can be

obtained from the locally identified values of the stiffness. If an

initial estimate is not available, a linear least-squares curve fit of

the identified stiffness variation can be obtained by choosing a model

which exhibits the convergence properties of Eq.(4.13).

A very conmon model used to fit relaxation moduli over a very broad

time scale 1s the modified power law [81]
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EO — Em
E(t) = Em + —————————E— (4.14)

(1 + at)

where EO , E_ , n, and a are non-negative constants and 0 s n < 1 .

Although the number of parameters 1s small, a curve fit with this model

would require a nonlinear least—squares approach with initial estimates

of the parameters. A more attractive method 1s to simply estlmate the

modulus parameters of Eq.(4.13) for a given set of prescribed relaxatlon

time constants pr (r=1,2,...,N) . By chooslng the time constants to be

equally spaced by no more than one decade (one order of magnitude),

Schapery [82] shows that a smooth, accurate curve fit can be eas1ly·

accompllshed. A linear least-squares curve fit can be formulated as

E(t1) 1 L11 L21 ... LN1 Eu

E(t2) 1 L12 LZ2 ... LN2 E1
. ° . . . . (4.15a)

E(1;N) i EIN LZN .Ä. LNN EN

-p t
where Ljk = e J k (4.15b)

If the complex frequency domain modulus 1s deslred, the Fourier

transform of the hereditary lntegral of Eq.(4.3) can be used. The

frequency domain constltutlve equatlon becomes

¤(lw) = lu•E(‘lu) c(lu) = E(‘lw) e(‘lu>) (4.16)
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where E(1m) is the complex modulus [69,72]. For a relaxation modulus

that obeys Eq.(4.13), the complex modulus 1s written as

. N ‘[wEr
(4.17d)

= E’(w) [1 + 1n(m)] (4.17b)

where E’(w) is the storage modulus and n(o) is the loss factor.
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Example 4.1 Ident1f1cat1on of a V1scoelast1c Rotat1ng Blade

The relaxat1on st1ffness for the rotat1ng blade shown 1n F1gure 4.2

1s 1dent1f1ed us1ng the quas1—elast1c approach developed 1n the

forego1ng section. The blade 1s manufactured from a v1scoelast1c

mater1al whose model 1s representat1ve of a f1ve—parameter sol1d. To

cast the model 1n terms of mass and st1ffness submatr1ces, the follow1ng

element groups are chosen:

Group I Global mass matrix

Group II St1ffness contr1but1on from the flex1b1l1ty of .

the blade

group III St1ffness contr1but1on from the rotation of

the blade

The determ1nat1on of the st1ffness relaxat1on proceeds as

follows: (1) the 1dent1f1cat1on of the mass and st1ffness propert1es of

the structure at a starting t1me (t = 0) 1s obta1ned from an 1n1t1al

approx1mat1on of the model us1ng measurements of the f1rst three natural

frequenc1es and the frequency response funct1on at po1nt A, (11) at

succeed1ng t1me intervals, the 1dent1f1cat1on 1s repeated w1th a new set

of measurements and an 1n1t1al model obta1ned from the prev1ous t1me

step, and (111) a s1mple curve f1t of the result1ng st1ffness var1at1on

1s obta1ned by jud1c1ously choos1ng a set of relaxat1on t1me constants

and determ1n1ng the correspond1ng modul1 us1ng Eq.(4.15). The true

relaxat1on modulus for the mater1al 1s assumed to have the form
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EI(t) = 10,000 + 15,000 e‘2·3 X
1°_7"

+ 6000 am X 1°-6* (4.18)

and the model used to curve f1t the 1dent1f1ed variation in the modulus

is

6 1-1 X 10”5 1 6("1) 1 6
EI(t) = Ela + x Elr e (4.19)

r=1

The resulting time and frequency variations in the 1dent1f1ed relaxation

stiffness (EI(t)) are presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.

It 1s observed that, although the time varlation in the relaxation

modulus can be very accurately predicted, the Fourier transform of the*

identified modulus of Eq.(4.19) ylelds only a reasonable approximatlon

of the frequency variation. A more accurate approximation of the

frequency variation in the modulus may be obta1ned by curve fltting

measurements of the relaxat1on modulus in the frequency domain itself.

0f course, these results would then only yield a "reasonable

approx1mat1on" of the time varlation ln the relaxation modulus.

It 1s evldent that prescription of a parametric form such as

Eq.(4.19) 1s a key 1ngred1ent for identification of viscoelastlc

materials with t1me—vary1ng properties. Such 1ns1ght can only be

obtalned by more fundamental constitutive modeling and/or appropriate

material property characterization experiments. 0n the other hand, 1t

1s observed that a sequence of quasi-elast1c identlficatlons of

effective elast1c constants provides an excellent approach for

determining the macroscoplc effects of v1scoelast1c members on the slow

variation in overall structural response characterlstlcs.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The accurate knowledge of the parameters of a structural model 1s

of fundamental importance in the design and analysis of flexible

structures. In this dissertation, a novel linear structural model

identification method has been presented for improvlng the mass,

damping, and stlffness matrlces of an initial structural model in the

event that the theoretical and experimental results are not in

agreement. As a pre-procescor for the new identification method, a

modal identification technique is required to determine a set of

measured eigenvalues and frequency response elements from time-doma1n=

records. The identification method, as developed in Chapter 3 for

elastic structures, can be summarized as follows:

For undamped or lightly damped structures,

1. A set of modal normallzatlon factors are 1dent1f1ed from a small set

of frequency response elements, measured throughout the frequency

range of interest, and the imaglnary components of a set of measured

eigenvalues uslng the configuration-space spectral decompositlon of

the frequency response matrix. These modal factors normallze the

1n1t1al mode shapes (obtained from ava1lable measurements or from

the initial structural model) with respect to the true (unknown)

mass matrix.

2. The initial mass, daping, and stlffness matrices are expanded into

prescrlbed submatrlces, each of which can represent a single f1n1te

element or a group of elements having the same assumed geometry,

112
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material properties, boundary conditions, and modeling assumptions.

3. A set of submatrix scale factors, corresponding to each mass and

stiffness submatrix, is identified using the orthonormality

properties imposed on the mode shapes and the imaginary components

of the measured eigenvalues.

4. In the presence of light damping, matrix perturbation theory is

utilized to determine the damping submatrix scale factors from the

real components of the measured eigenvalues.

For significantly damped structures,

1. ·A set of modal normalization factors are identified from‘

measurements of a set of complex frequency response elements and

eigenvalues using the state—space spectral decomposition of the

frequency response function. These modal factors normalize the

complex eigenvectors with respect to the true A matrix in

A 2 + B z = f .

2. The initial mass, damping, and stiffness matrices are expanded into

prescribed submatrices.

3. A set of submatrix scale factors, corresponding to each submatrix,

is identified from the orthonormality conditions imposed on the

conplex eigenvectors.

The interesting examples developed in the dissertation demonstrate

the applicability, flexibility, and potential of the new method. The

most important advantages are suumarized as follows:
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1) The 1ncorporat1on of measured frequency response elements provides a

un1que 1dent1f1cat1on of the structural model without the need to

constra1n any parameters to their 1n1t1al est1mates.

11) All least—squares formulat1ons are l1near. The only requ1rement

imposed on the 1n1t1al est1mate of the structural model 1s that the

1n1t1al mode shapes represent a reasonable approximation of the true

mode shapes.

111) The cons1stency of the or1g1nal structural model 1s maintained in

the sense that no unmodeled coupl1ng 1s 1ntroduced as a consequence of

the 1dent1f1cat1on process.

1v) Use of submatr1x scale factors limits the 1dent1f1cat1on to a.

relat1vely small set of parameters and, 1n many cases, allows the

engineer to jud1c1ously choose subproblems to 1dent1fy.

v) For lightly damped structures, the 1dent1f1cat1on can be performed

1n the (n d1mens1onal) conf1gurat1on space w1thout the need to solve the

(2n d1mens1onal) state space e1genproblem.

v1) For l1ghtly damped structures, the original estimate of the damp1ng

matr1x need only represent the true matr1x 1n the coupl1ng of the

elements (the 1n1t1al numerical values can be off by orders of

magnitude).

v11) The 1dent1f1cat1on method can be easily incorporated 1nto a

substructure synthes1s package for 1dent1f1cat1on of each substructure

model using a set of measurements obtained from the response of the

assembled global structure.
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For a structure containing viscoelastic members, a simple,

practical approach for ident?Fication of a slowly-varying relaxation

modulus is developed in Chapter 4. By assuming time-localized elastic

behavior, the relaxation modulus can be very accurately determined from

a series of identification tests performed at various times throughout

the history of the response. This method is also attractive for

identifying stiffness degradation in a structure.

In closing, some questions which should be considered as topics for

further research and investigation are:

i) In application of the identification method to an actual structure,

what effects will "real" modeling errors (such as umiodeled small*

nonlinearities and imperfect boundary conditions) and measurement noise

have on the reliability of the method? As described in Section 3.2.a,

to formally "test" the identified model requires a statistical analysis

in which the free- and forced-response measurement errors and the

initial modeling errors are propagated (in the form of covariance

matrices) into the parameter estimation process. If these covariances

can be approximated quantitatively, perhaps a refinement of the initial

finite element model can be performed (i.e. by improving or increasing

the element distributions, improving modeled boundary constraints, etc.)

so that the identification process yields a statistically significant

model.

ii) Can the identification method be extended to identify weakly

nonlinear (material and/or geometrical) structural models of systems

known to possess such nonlinearities? Perhaps a perturbation approach

or a locally linear approach analogous to that developed for
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v1scoelast1c structures can be developed for a certa1n class of

nonl 1near1 t1 es .

111) Can "equ1valent" damp1ng and st1ffness matrices be 1dent1f1ed for

structures exh1b1t1ng v1scoelast1c response character1st1cs? It 1s

shown 1n Chapter 4 that a slowly var_y_1ng relaxat1on modulus can be

accurately 1dent1f1ed. However, s1nce th1s approach 1s not feas1ble for

structures exh1b1t1ng "short" v1scoelast1c t1me responses, perhaps

effect1ve v1scoelast1c damp1ng and st1ffness matr1ces can be determ1ned

to adequately predict the response of these structures.
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